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ABSTRACT

In solving a mathematical program, the exact evaluation of the objective
function and its subgradients can be computationally burdensome. For example, in a stochastic program, the objective function is typically defined through
a multi-dimensional integration. Solution procedures for stochastic programs are
usually based on functional approximation techniques, or statistical applications
of subgradient methods. In this dissertation, we explore algorithms by combining functional approximation techniques with subgradient optimization methods.
This class of algorithms is referred to as "inexact subgradient methods". First, we
develop a basic inexact subgradient method and identify conditions under which
this approach will lead to an optimal solution. We also offer an inexact subgradient algorithm by adaptively defining the steplengths via estimated bounds on the
deviations from optimality. Second, we explore approaches in which functional approximation techniques can be combined with a primal-dual subgradient method.
In these algorithms, the steplengths are defined via the primal and dual information. Hence suggestions to optimality can be reflected through the steplengths.
as tll(' iteration proceeds. We also incorporate space dilation operations, which
stabilize:' tlw moving directions, within our basic inexact subgradient method. As
an example of the applicability of these methods, we use statistically defined approximations, which are similar to those derived in Stochastic Decomposition, in
some of our algorithms for the solutions of stochastic programs.

.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.0 Introduction
In decision making processes related to economics, ecology, engineering, etc., one
often gathers information on alternative actions, their associated consequences,
and decision criteria to form mathematical models for identifying the 'best' decision . Many mathematical models can be formulated as mathematical programs
or can be reduced to them. In general, a mathematical program is formulated as;
Min

sit

I{x)
li(x)~O,

ieI

(1.1 )

where I is an index set. In a deterministic model, one assumes that precise
information about the objective function

I

and the constraints Ii is available. For

example, if it is a deterministic production planning problem, informatioll about
prices and future demands is presumed to be given. In practice, the demands may
1I0t

be known with certainty at the time that the decision on the production level

is made. III such cases, the assumptions typically associated with deterministic
modelling techniques are inappropriate.

V ncertainties are invariably present in most engineering decision making
problems, which can range from selecting the number of cashiers in a supermarket,
to choosing a design for the structural scheme of a building, to deciding whether
nuclear power is a viable energy source. Various approaches involving queueing
models. decision tree models, reliability design, etc., have been developed to solve
various stochastic problems. In a mathematical program, if some parameters are
only known in a statistical sense, one can formulate it as a stochastic program.
Stochastic programs are applicable to a broad range of decision making
problems. For example, in flood control (Prekopa and Szantai [1978]), the size

10
of a reservoir is chosen so that flooding due to random stream inputs can be
managed; in capacity planning (Murphy, Sen and Soyster [1982]), cost effective
facilities are selected prior to the realization of random demands; and in financial
planning (Kallberg, White and Ziemba [1982]), the portfolio of short term assets
is adjusted in order to minimize the net cost of cash surpluses and deficits under
uncertain transaction costs. Other test problems for stochastic programs can also
be found in Ermoliev and Wets [1988].
In a stochastic program, the functions of interest are written as expected
values of functions of random variables, so that

The random variable

f(x)

= 10 F{x,w)d'P{w)

fj(x)

= 10 Fj{x,w)d'P(w).

w is defined on

a probability space

(n, A, 1')

and the func-

tions

Fj:nn x

n

-t

n1

are presumed to be known. Other formulations, such as chance constraints and
,·ariancf.' constraints, can be considered as special cases of this form

(\~rets

and

E1'l1lo1ir\' [19881). In principle, any non-linear programming technique for the
solutioll of (1.1) can be used for solving a stochastic optimization problem. However, due to their representations as expected values, it can be difficult t.o obtain
explicit expressions for the functions

f

and Ii (analytically or numerically). Solu-

tion techniques for certain classes of stochastic optimization problems were first
studied and developed by Beale [1955), Dantzig [1955], Tintner [1955] and Charnes
and Cooper [1959J.
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1.1 Two Stage Stochastic Linear Program with Recourse
In designing procedures for solutions of stochastic programs, one can typically
take advantage of commonly occurring problem structures. For the purpose of
illustration, consider a production planning model, in which there are m production facilities and n markets. It is necessary to determine {Xil~l' the amount of
production at each location, prior to the realization of {Wj }j=l' the demand in
each market. Once the demand is realized, the amount of product transported
from facility i to market j, Yij, (at a cost of gij per unit) is determined. Letting

Ci

denote the per unit production costs at facility i, this problem can be formulated
as follows:

m

Min

I::CiXi + E[h(x,w)]
Xi 2: 0 i=l, ... ,m
sit
i=1

where

m

h(x,w)

= Min

L

n

LgijYij

i= 1 j=l

m

sit

LYij
i=l

2: Wj

j = 1, ... ,n

n

LYij =:;

Xi

i=l, ... ,m

j=l

Yij 2: O.

This formulation agrees with that of a two stage stochastic linear program
with recourse (SLPR) which is typically stated as follows:
f(x)

Min

= ex + E[h(x,w)]
(SLPR)

sit
where
h(x,w)

= Min

gy

sit Wy

=w -

Y 2: 0,

Tx

(S)
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A, W, T and b are of fixed size ml

w is

X nil m2 X n2, m2 X nl and ml x 1, respectively,

a random variable defined on a probability space (0, A, 'P), and E denotes

the expectation with respect to

w.

E[h(x,w)] is known as the recourse function

and the problem (S) is referred to as a subproblem. In this dissertation, if x and
yare two points, we use xy to denote the inner product. We use x T to denote
the transpose of x only if it is necessary.
As previously noted, the first stage decision x is made before any observation of the random variable

w, is realized.

Following its realization, a second

stage> or recourse decision which minimizes h is identified. The overall objective
of the problem is the minimization of the expected value of the sum of the first
and second stage costs. From the definition of the two stage SLPR, we note that
the decision-making process is sequential in nature. Since the first stage decision
is made without exact knowledge of w, it is called a non-anticipative decision.
On the other hand, the second decision allows the possibility of adapting to the
combination of x and w, and thus it is called an adaptive or anticipative decision
(ErmoliC'v and Wets [1988]).
The objective function in (SLP R) is convex, and under certain regularity
conditions, it is continuous on X == {x

I Ax :5

b, x

~

O} (Wets [1974]). On the

surface. it would appear that one can use any convex programming method to
solve SLPR. However, note that for each x, the evaluation of f(x) requires thf'
solution of a linear program
h(l',W) = Min{gy IlVy = w - Tx,y ~

O},

for each possible outcome of w. For example, if w is discrete with N outcomes,
then at least .V linear programs need to be solved implicitly for each evaluation
of

f. For continuous random variables, direct evaluation of f(x) is typically out

of the question.
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Our research is aimed at the development of techniques for the solution

Ud r:),

of problems such as SLPR. Many such methods proceed by defining
sequence of approximations of / and a sequence of points, {xk} ~1
xII: E argmin{/k(x)

,

where

I Ax ~ b,x ~ O}

(see, for example, Wets and Van Slyke [1969]).

a

(1.2)

Under certain conditions, to

be discussed in Chapter 2, one can show that {xk} k:l accumulates at solutions
to SLPR. These methods provide bounds for the objective function but typically
require the discretization of continuous distributions. The finer the discretization,
the heavier will be the computational load. Another class of methods for the
solution of problems such as SLPR, based on methods of sub gradient optimization,
iterates from a point xl.: using a direction dA', a steplength

SI.:

and the projection

operator, Px so that
(1.3 )
(see, fur example, Ruszczynski [1987]). Typically, dl.: estimates a subgradient of

f at .r k via sampling, and its determination requires the solution of only a small
number of subproblems.

Consequently, COll\'ergence of {xl.:}~) to a solution

is accomplished by imposing severe restrictions on the sequence of steplengths,
{$k }k= J' This class of approaches requires less computational effort in each iter-

ation, but the efficiency depends on the choice of steplengths and the accuracy of
the subgraciient. estimates.
We will explore the combination of these two techniques so that the requirement in (1.2) can be relaxed via subgradient optimization methods in (1.3).
In particular, we generate

Ud~),

a sequence of approximations of

sively. In (1.3), we use the subgradient of

/k

f succes-

at xk to determine the direction

dk • We also use fl.: to provide estimated error bounds for the objective function,

which will guide the selections of steplengths as well as stopping times of our
algorithms.
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1.2 Description of Dissertation
In this dissertation, we investigate methods by which subgradient methods can
be combined with functional approximation techniques to solve problems such as
two stage stochastic linear programs with recourse (SLPR).
In Chapter 2, we review literature on two stage SLPR and discuss its
properties, common approximation schemes for the recourse function and various
solution procedures. We also study subgradient methods, which are used as the
backbone of the algorithms developed in this dissertation. Finally, we discuss the
concept of space dilation and its application in subgradient methods.
In Chapter 3, we state the basic inexact subgradient algorithm and show
that it inherits many of the asymptotic properties of a standard subgradient method.

We also investigate inexact subgradient methods with adaptive

steplengths and discuss their applications to the solution of two stage SLPR.
In Chapter 4, we use estimated primal-dual values to define the steplengths
in inexact subgradient methods. Limiting results under both epi-convergence and
epigraphical nesting of the approximations are presented.
In Chapter 5, we discuss the incorporation of space dilation operation
within the basic inexact subgradient method and explore conditions under which
these algurithms will lead to an optimal solut.ion.
In Chapter 6, we describe the results of preliminary computational f'xperimentation with the algorithms. Finally, we summarize the conclusions of the
work aile! discuss possible future research.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.0 Introduction
It is our goal to solve problems such as the two stage stochastic linear program
with recourse (SLPR) by using objective function approximations within subgraclient optimization procedures. In §2.1, we review the properties of SLPR. In
§2.2, we discuss various approximation schemes used in the solution of SLPR.
In §2.3, we study various algorithms for SLPR. In particular, in §2.4, we review
the stochastic decomposition algorithm (Higle and Sen [1991a]). In §2.5, we discuss how one can solve a convex program by subgradient methods and how the
direction can be perturbed by a space dilation operation. Our conclusions are
presented ill §2.6.
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2.1 Two Stage Stochastic linear program with recourse (SLPR)
In this section, we present the properties of a stochastic linear program with
recourse (SLPR) that are pertinent to our development in later chapters.
We restate a SLPR

f(x) = ex + E[h(x,w)]

Min

Ax

sit

~

(SLPR)

b

x~O

where

h(x,w) = Min

sit

gy

=w -

Wy

~

y

Tx

(S)

0,

A, f,V, T and b are fixed of size ml x nl, m2 x fi2, m2 x nl and ml x 1, respectively.
Let

Xl = {:r

I Ax

~

b,x ~ O},

X2

and

= Xl n X 2 • If pos(W)={t I t

The feasible region, X can be described as X

lry. y ;::: O}. then X 2 = {:r

= {x I E[h(x,w)] < co}.

I w- Tx E pos(W),

=

(wpl)} (Wets [1974]). It follows

that in this case, the feasible region is a closed and convex set. If the matrix W
is such that pos(W)=

n", we have X = Xl.

A problem with this property is said

to have complete recourse. In particular, when W = 1 (or -1), the problem is
said to have simple recourse, and in such cases, it is convenient to write

h(x,vJ)

= Min

+ g-yy- = w - Tx

g+y+

sit y+ -

y+,y-

~

O.

It follows that the subproblem can be written as:
"2

h(x,w)

= Min

I)gtyt

+ giyi)

i=l

sit

y; - Yi = Wi y;,Yi ~ 0,

(TX)i

i = 1, ... , n2,
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and thus h is a separable function of the elements of w. This property substantially
reduces the computational demands of the solution of SLPR. In particular, when w
is a discrete random variable, the separability property and the convex polyhedral
objective allows the problem to be solved with the same efficiency as a linear
program ofn} variables and ml +n2 constraints (Wets [1983]). Furthermore, when
the components Wi are independent, separability of h implies that the expectation
can be computed by single dimensional integration, rather than multi-dimensional
integration as required in the general SLPR.
As noted in Wets [1974], h is a convex function. One can conclude that

f

is a convex function, as E[h(x,w)] is a convex combination of {h(x,w)}we!1'

Therefore, SLPR is a convex program. It is the representation of SLPR as a
convex program that provides the basis for most of the solution procedures that
have been derived.
In SLPR, let x E X be given. For each realization, wEn, let

71"" (,l',

i.4,.')

soh'e the dual to the subproblem (S)

h(x,w)

= Max{7r{w -

Tx)

I 7rW

75 g}.

Hence.

and since

iT" (.2·,

i.4,.' )H!

:::; g, for each wEn, we have

7I""(.1',W){W - Tx) :::; h(.T,W}

't/ x E X.

Taking expectations with respect to w on both sides,
a

+!3x == E[7r"(x,w){w - Ti)]

= E[h(i,w)],

(2.1a)

and
a +!3x == E[7r"(x,w)(w - Tx)] :::; E[h(x,w)]

't/ x E X.

(2.1b)
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Hence, the affine function defined in (2.1) constitutes a supporting hyperplane

H

= {(x,z) I z -

(3x

= a},

of the epigraph of the recourse function E[h(x,w)],

{(x, z) I z ~ E[h(x,w)], x EX}.
In other words, a subgradient of the recourse function, E[h(x,w)], at

x can

be

expressed as -E[n"(x,w)]T.
The derivation of supporting hyperplanes provides conceptual guidelines
for approximation techniques in many algorithms.

2.2 Approximation Schemes
In this section, we discuss two major classes of approximation techniques for the
solution of SLPR, approximations of the objective function and the distribution
of ..:. (Birge and Wets [1986]).
SLPR can be considered as a problem of the form
Min

f(x)
(2.2)

sft

x E X,

in which exact objective and subgradient evaluations are computationally burdensome. In such cases, it is common to derive a sequence of objective function
approximations {fA. }k=l and solve
Min

sit
If

J.k E

argmin{fA.(x)

Ix

fda:)

x

E

X.

E X}, conditions need to be imposed on {Jd~l to

eusure that {x k H";:l accumulates at one or more optimal solutions. Within the
framewurk uf stochastic programming, the concept of epi-convergence has often
been used to guide the manner in which {fk} k:l is defined. We state the definition
as follows (Kall [1986]).
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Definition: A sequence {/dk=l is said to epi-converge to

I,

(f" ~f) if for every

x, the following conditions are satisfied.
i) limk-+oo/,,(x");::: I(x),

ii) there exists

{y"}k=l

Geometrically,

{x"}k=l

whenever
-t X

I" ~ I

such that

-t

Xi

lim,,-+oo Ik(Y") ~ I(x).

corresponds to the set convergence of the sequence

of epigraphs
epi(f,,)
to the epigraph of

= ((x,z) I h(x) ~ z,

x EX},

I.
epi(f)

= {(x, z) I I(x) ~

z, x EX}.

Optimization algorithms that construct a sequence of epi-convergent functions
usually rely on the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. (Attouch and Wets [1980].)
{.fd~1 epi-converges to

I

If the sequence of functions

and xk E argrrun{fk(x)

Ix

E X}, then every ac-

cUIlJulation point of {Xk}k:1 is an optimal solution to (2.2).
\Ve note that the epi-convergence of a sequence of functions constrains the
limiting behavior of the functions everywhere on X. Higle and Sen [1992J introduce a type of convergence which relaxes the requirements of epi-convergence and
yields a sequence of points that accumulates at the solutions. As previously noted,

.h:£}f implies

that {epi(fd}~l converges to epi(f). In the following definition.

epiU) is only required to be embedded in epiLfk) asymptotically.

Defillition: Let, limk_ooepi(/k)

= ((x,a-) 10' 2:: inf{yk}~=l_xlimk_oofdyk)}.

sequence of functions {fk }~1 satisfies the epigraphical nesting condition if
epi(f)

We note that epi(/)

~

~

lim epi(fk).

k-oo

limk - oo epi(f,,) is equivalent to

A
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Hence, asymptotically {/k }k:l provides a lower bound on /. The following proposition from Higle and Sen [1992] indicates that the set convergence associated with
epi-convergence of {/k}f:;l to / is stricter than is necessary to ensure the accumulation of the solutions {xk}f:;l to the solutions of (2.2).

Proposition 2.2. (Higle and Sen [1992}.) Let xk E argmin{/k(x)

Ix

E X} for

all k. If

then every accumulation point of {Xk}f:;l is optimal to (2.2).

In the later chapters of this dissertation, we will require a slightly stronger form
of epigraphical nesting. That is, we will require that

III addition to using functional approximations, one can approximate the
probability measure P in SLPR by a sequence of measures {Pk }~]' These measures might involve a discretization or partition of n in such a way that

1

h(:l',i.",.)dPk(w)

--.1

h(x,w)dP(w).

Algorit hmically. it is convenient to define Pk from a partition of

n that provides

simult aneous upper and lower bounds on the objective value. That is, let
partitioned as {n], ... ,
bound

011

nk }. Convexity of /

ensures that one can obtain a lower

the objective using Jensen's inequality. Specifically, let Wi

nd and Pi = P(w End, for i = 1, ... , k.
E[h(x,w)

By Jensen's inequality,

I wEnd

~ h(x,wi)

fut' each i. and thus
k

E[h(x,w)] ~ LPih(X,wd.
i=l

n be

= E[w I w E

21
In deriving an upper bound on E[h(x,w»)' note that a convex function is maximized at the extreme points of a compact set.

We recall that

w is

an

dimensional random variable. Suppose further that the components of
independent and the support set

n is compact.

n2-

w are

We specify the cells of the parti-

tion as
n. _
.,1:.

n2

[

i

bi]

x j =} aj, j ,

i

= 1, ... , k .

It follows from Madansky [1959] that there exists a discrete random variable Wi
with probability mass concentrated on the extreme points of ni such that

E[(h,w)
for i

= 1, ... , k.

With Pi

I wEnd::; E[h(x,wj)],

= P(w E ni), We have
N

E[h(x,w)] ::; LPiE[h(x,wd].
i=]

An important feature of these bounds are their monotonicity; the finer the partition, the closer the bounds are to the expectation of h. Let
k

lk

= Min{c:.r + LPih(X,wd I Ax = b,x ~ OJ,
i=]

k
Uk

= Min{cx + LPih(:l',wd I Ax = b,x ~ OJ.
i=]

The difference

Uk -

h can be used as to provide a termination criterion as well

as a measure of solution quality.
The works by Edmundson [1956] and Madansky [1959] are the basis for the
upper bounds on the expectations of functions. Ben-Tal and Hochman [1972] refine the bounds by using additional information of the conditional expectations.
Frauendorfer [1988J extends the results of upper bounds to multi-dimensional
random variable with dependent components. While most of the upper bounds
require bounded support set, Dula [1989J introduces upper bounds on the expectations of functions defined over an unbounded set.
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2.3 Solution methods for SLPR
In this section, we discuss various algoritluns for the solutions of SLPR. Many
such methods proceed by defining a sequence of approximations {fk}k<;.l' and a
sequence of points {xk} k<;.l , where
Xk

E argmin{h:(x) I Ax :5 b, x ~ OJ.

In specifying fk' it is common to use an outer linearization of f. This is naturally
obtained by adding supporting hyperplanes (cutting planes, or cuts) of

f

itera-

tively. In SLPR, let xl; E X and wEn be given. Suppose that rr"(x~',w) solves
the dual subproblem
(2.3)

I t follows from (2.1) that

and
OJ..

where

Ok

+ (c + ;31;):1.' == ex + E[rr*(xk,w)(w is a scalar and ;3k is a point in

Tx)] :5 ex

+ E[h(x,w)],

(2.4b)

nnl. Hence, the affine function defined

in (2.4) constitut.es a supporting hyperplane of

f

at xk, and is therefore a valid

cutting plane.
A classic representative of the functional approximation techniques is the
L-shaped method presented by Van Slyke and Wets [1969]. This method, which
is essentially motivated by cutting plane methods for deterministic problems, is
an implementation of Benders' decomposition for SLPR (Benders [1962]). In each
iteration, two types of cuts: feasibility and optimality cuts are generated and are
added to a master program. In deriving the feasibility cuts, suppose that
finite outcomes and Pi

= P(w = wi), i = 1, ... , N. If xk is infeasible (i.e.

n has N
xk

¢ X 2,
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which is impossible for problems with complete recourse,) there exists
such that

wi -

Txk ¢ pos(W). Correspondingly, there exists
O'(w i

Txk) > 0,

-

0'

wi E

n

such that

and
Vt E pos(W),

at :$ 0,

(Bazaraa and Shetty [1979]). Therefore, a(w i - Tx) :$ 0 becomes a condition for
feasibility and is appended to the master program as a constraint. The optimality
cuts are identical to those defined in (2.4), with (O:k,pk) denoting the coefficients
of the cut derived from xk. If there are

Tl k

feasibility cuts and mk optimality cuts

after k iterations, the master program is given by
Min

c:r

sit

+ 17

Ax:::; b
at(wk(t) -

Tx) :::; 0

t=I, ... ,nk

k(t) E {I, .. ·, N}

(2.5)

t=I, ... ,mA·

Suppose that (:r.~·,1Jd solves (2.5) and xk is feasible with its optimality cut indexed
hy III~,

+ 1.

If

optimality cut

17k

~ a mdl

+ (3md l xk,

{a'mdl,pmd 1 }

the process can terminate; otherwise an

is appended to the master program (2.5). The

approximation can be written as

The drawback of this method is the amount of work required to solve
t.he subprograms (2.3), especially when the number of outcomes is large. An
extension of the L-shaped method is presented in Birge and Louveaux [1988]
which is another way to implement Benders' decomposition. In each iteration, an
optimality cut is added for each

h(x,w i )

= Min{gy I Wy = wi -

Ta:, y;::: OJ,

i

= 1, .. . ,N,
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instead of adding a single optimality cut to E[h(x,w)]. If there are nk feasibility
cuts and

milk)

optimality cuts for 1

~

i

~

N, after k iterations, the master

program becomes
N

Min

ex

+ LTJi
i=l

sit

Ax ~ b
O"t(wk(t)-Tx)~O

t=l, ... ,nk

TJi 2:: Pi (ai(t) +.Bi(t)x)
x

k(t)E{l, ... ,N}

t = l, ... ,mi(k)

i = 1, ... ,N

2:: O.

Empirically, Birge and Louveaux [1988J note that although the multiple cuts in
each it.eration provide more information than a single cut, allowing termination of
the algorithm with fewer iterations than the L-shaped method, the proliferation of
cuts can become burdensome. Ruszczynski [1986J offers a similar decomposition
type algorithm which also uses multiple cuts in defining

/k. The main differences

are that a quadratic regularizing tenn is augmented to the master program and
the number of cuts is less than n]

+ 2N. Ot.her algorithms based on the L-shaped

method include those that use upper and lower bounds on the recourse functions

wit hill a sample space partitioning scheme due to Frauendorfer and Kall [1986J and
Frauendorfer [1988J. In the case of continuous random variables, the distributions
are often discretized during the initialization of this class of methods.
Anot her class of techniques for SLPR, known as the stochastic quasigradient (SQG) methods, iterates from a point
Sk

xk

using direction d k and steplength

so that
(2.6)

In each iteration, an observation of w is used to estimate a subgradient of
xk.

f at

For example, it can be accomplished by randomly generating a collection of

observations of w, {wt}~l and estimating a subgradient of fat xk by

dk

1

=e - N

Nk

L {7l'*(xk,wt)T} ,

k i=l
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where 71'''(xk,wt) solves the dual subproblem h(xk,wt). With {xk}ke;l defined in
(2.6), the minimal requirement for the steplength to guaranteed convergence of

{x k He; 1 to optimal solutions is
00

Sk

-.0,

LSk
10=1

= 00,

and

(Urasiev [1989]). The source of the SQG algorithm can be traced back to Robbins
and Monro [1951J which is motivated by finding the quantile of a distribution.
Kiefer and Wolfowitz [1952J present the first method designed to use difference
approximations for the gradients in stochastic minimization problems. The development of this class of methods and their application is discussed in Ermoliev

[1983J. In Ruszczynski [1987J, a sequence of stochastic quasigradients is aggregated to 'estimate' the subgradient at xk, although the estimates are accurate
only asymptotically. This aggregated estimate is then used as an input for a direction finding subproblem from which dk is specified. Beyond our statement of
SLPR, Ruszczynski [1987J, finds stationary points when the objective function is
w('ald~'

convex. and the constraints are convex and differentiable.
Although the convergence of the sequence to optimality is established and

this llletlwd can handle continuous distributions without discretization, it is practically more important to design a process which terminates after a finite number
of iterat iom; within a neighborhood of a solut.ion, x". A termination rule suggested
by Pflug [1989J is to let

f

and

Q

respectively denote the size of a confidence region

and the desired confidence level. The optimization process in (2.6) will stop at

T

if

where

d·

1

is the starting point. The derivation of a stopping time,

T

is based on

the sequence of random points {xk} r; l' while the asymptotic behavior of {xk} r; 1
is controlled by the choice of steplengths. Hence, various steplength prescriptions
will prm'ide their pertaining stopping times

T.

As a result, the success of this class

of methods depends on the selection of steplengths.
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A recent approach presented by Rocka.fellar and Wets [1991], called scenario aggregation, formulates a two stage (or in general a multi-stage) SLPR as
a problem of identifying an optimal policy (x*(w),y*(w» for all wEn. This algorithm is based on relaxing the nonanticipativity constraints, x( w) = x for all

wEn, via an augmented Lagrangian, and coordinating the decisions corresponding to the alternative scenarios via price adjustments. These adjustments are
guided by a modification of the augmented Lagrangian approach. This method
has also been extended to nonseparable problems by Robinson [1991].
Motivated by the L-shaped method, Infanger [1989] uses an "Importance
sampling" procedure to obtain statistical estimates of the supporting hyperplanes
while enjoying a reduction in the computational load associated with the solution
of the subprogram. Another algorithm, stochastic decomposition (SD), proposed
by Higle and Sen [1991a] also combines functional approximation with sampling,
and is discussed in the following section.
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2.4 Stochastic Decomposition
On occasion, we will suggest implementations of our algorithms that use functional approximations similar to those in the Stochastic Decomposition algorithm
(SD) (Higle and Sen [1991a)). Like the L-shaped method, SD constructs a sequence of piecewise linear objective function approximations, {fkH~l' Departing
from deterministically motivated techniques, SD uses a random sample of w, and
thus requires the previous cuts to .be updated each time the sample size is increased. As a result, instead of providing supporting hyperplanes of the objective
function, I, at certain points, Ik remains a statistically valid lower bound of I.
That is. given the observations, {wt}f=1' one has that
k

1 L'"' h(x,w t ).
Ik(X) ::; ex + k

(2.7)

1=1
The specification of Ik is based on the dual to (S)
Max

sit

rr(w - Tx)

rrW ::; g.

Let \. represent the set of extreme points of the dual feasible region of the

subprogram and 11k be the set of extreme points identified through iteration k.
For

t = 1, ... , ~', let

Since rrf E Fk C V, it follows that
rr~(w' - Tx)::; Max{rr(w ' - Tx) Irr E V}

=h(X,W').
Let

Idx)

= ex + Max{a~ + f3fx It = 1, ... , k},

(2.8)
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where the superscript on the cut coefficients corresponds the current iteration and
the subscript refers to the iteration in which the cut was derived. In iteration k,
cuts are derived from k observation of w, {wt

H=I' That is,

k

k
Oik

+

ak _
fJk x

=

~ k( t T)
k1 L...J
71't w X.
1=1

It follows from (2.8) that

Oi~

1 k

+ (P; + c)x ::; ex + k L

h(x,wt).

1=1

Note that in their initial configuration, the cuts are based on unequal sample
sizes. Thus, as a new observation is drawn, the cuts {Oi~, Pf}

{a·~+l, pf'+1 } ~=l in a manner that preserves the inequality
1

Oik+l
t

:=1 are updated to

HI

+ (,~k+l
+ c)x -< cx + - ~ h(x ' wt).
iJt
k + 1 L...J
t=1

In particular, assuming h(x,w)

~

0 with probability one for all x, one can update

as follows:
+-

k

+k 1 {Oi tk, Ptk}

,

t=l, .. ·,k.

If 11 is not necessarily nonnegative, update procedures derived from dual feasibility of the subproblem are easily implemented, as described in Higle, Sen, and
Yako\\'itz [1990]. We summarize the limiting results of the SD algorithm as follows.
Proposition 2.3. (Higle and Sen (1991aJ) Let {ikHC;:1 denote the sequence of
objective fUIlction approximations derived in SD and {X k }r:l denote the sequence
of it.erates such that
XHI

E argmin{j,,(x)

Ix

EX}.

If

. the feasible region associated with the dual of the recourse subproblem is a
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nonempty compact convex polyhedral set,
. X and

n are nonempty compact sets under the Euclidean metric,

then,

1) there exists a subsequence indexed by K,* such that every accumulation point
of {x k hex:- is optimal,

limk_oo!k(uk)$f(x)

2)VxEX,

3) {fk(xk)}~1 -. f(x)

whenever

whenever

{uk}.-.x

{xk}r:l -. x,

(wpl),

(wpl),

4) there exists an index set K; such that limke.t fk(xk) - fk_l(X k ) = o.
The second property follows directly from (2.7). In the third property, the
sequence of functional approximations

{Jdr;1

is accurate asymptotically with

respect to {:t' k lk~: I' We note that this property holds for any sequence of points
with respect to which the cuts are derived.
To terminate the algorithm, Higle and Sen [1991bJ suggest that the op-

timality of

J.k

can be tested by using the generalized Kuhn-Tucker conditions.

That is. they test whether there exist>. and fl such that
>'04

+ fl E EJf(£k)

>.(b-04x)=O
flT£k

=0

(2.9)

>. 2: 0, fl 2: 0
(Clark [1983J). Solving a quadratic program from (2.9), one can obtain a point
estimate of an upper bound on the objective value error f(x k ) - f(x*), where

x" is an optimal value. To assess the variability of the error bound estimators,
the estimator is sampled multiple times using a method derived from the 'Bootstrap' procedure of Efron [1979J. The resulting empirical distribution is used to
statistically verify optimality of the point xk.
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2.5 Subgradient Methods
Subgradient methods have been used to solve convex programs such as:
Min

sit

f(x)
(2.10)

x EX,

where the objective function is not necessarily differentiable.

A subgradient

method generates a sequence of points, {x k Hc;1 as follows:

where

13k

is the steplength and d k is a subgradient of

that if

f

at xl;. It can be shown

00

SI;

-+ 0

and

LSI; =

00,

1;=1

int(X)¥ 0 and {dk}k~l is bounded, then every accumulation point of {xA'}~l is
an optimal solution to (2.10) (Shor [1985]).

Polyak [1969] considers a subgradient method in which

and

.f.

the target value is an estimation of the optimal value,

r. This method

hCls been gcneralized by Allen et. al. [198i] who weaken the conditions imposed
011

{Ad f'=J

::;u

that
00

and

LAI;

= 00.

1;=1

With this relaxation, the sequence {>.i;}k';1 is allowed to converge to zero. Kim
et. 81. [1991] note that the target value is fixed throughout the process. They
modify this kind of steplengths specification using adaptive target values so that
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jk

$ f(x k ) and {lk}r:l is a monotone decreasing sequence bounded from below.
Based on a primal/dual relationship, Sen and Sherali [1986] provide

steplengths for a pair of primal-dual iterates {x k H~:l and {7I'k} r:l' Consider
the problem
Min

f(x)

x eX c

nn,

= 1, ... , m, are convex functions with bounded subgradients on
a convex compact set. Letting 71' = (71'1,"" 71'm), the lagrangian dual is given

where

X,

(2.l1a)

i=l, ... ,m

sit Ji(x) $ 0

f

and fi, i

by solving

L(7I')

Max

where

(2.l1b)

i=l, ... ,m,

rri ~ 0

sit

m

L(rr)

= Min{f(x) + L

rrdi(X)

I x eX}

i=l

(Bazaraa and Shetty [1979]).

Note that. optimality conditions ensure that

L:~l 7if'fi{.l'k) = 0 whenever xk and rrk are optimal to (2.11a) and (2.11b) re-

spect.ively, Thus, a penalty function H such that
m

k

H(.r

)

~ f(;1/)

+L

rrf fi{.r k ) ~ L(rr k )

Vk,

i=l

with equalities holding throughout if and only if xk and rrk are optimal to (2.11).
is

illtl'Odu('(~d.

Let

r/, 6k

respectively denote the subgradients of the penalty function H

at xk and the lagrangian function L at rrk. The steplength is
Sk

where the coefficients
Let ting II = {rr

I rr i

{>'dh.l

~

proceeds according to

0, i

[H(xk) - L(rr k )]
= Ak l177kll2 + 11 6k ll 2 '

are subjected only to the condition, 0 < Ak < 2.

= 1, ... , m}, the primal-dual subgradient algorithm
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Under regularity conditions, the sequences {x k

Hc;:l

and {7l'kH~1 converge to an

optimal point of (2.11), and {H(xk)-L(7l'k)}k:l -+ O. Furthermore, the sequences

{H(Xk)}k:l and {L(7l'k)}k:l converge to the optimal value, /*.
The function H(xk) - L(7l'k) is referred to as the gap function, G(xk,7l'k)
(Sen and Sherali [1986]). It can be shown that it is a non-negative convex function
defined on the set Z = {(x, 71')
Sk

=).k

I x E X, 71' ~ O}.

G(xk,7l'k)

II dk ll 2

'

Alternatively, with

d k E 8G(x k, 7l'k)

and

0

< ).k < 2,

the primal-dual subgradient method can be stated as

In this case, the target value suggested in Polyak's method is zero. Hence, no
prior knowledge of the optimal value is required.
In primal-dual subgradient methods, the value of the gap function provides
a natural basis for a termination criterion. However, the above procedure requires
the exact evaluations of the objective, penalty or lagrangian functions, which will
become comput.ationally burdensome for the solution of SLPR. Within the framewurk uf stuchastic optimization, we recall from §2.3 that it is common to replace

tilt' (1)jectiw.' function by an approximation and solve the corresponding approximated problem. In Chapter 3 and 4, we will develop algoritluns by combining
functional approximation techniques with subgradient optimization methods.
A subgradient method would become slow if the subgradient direction of
the iterate is orthogonal to its direction to an optimal point. In keeping with
the variable metric algorithm of nonlinear programming (e.g. Davidon [1959] and
Broydell [1967]), Shor [1985] suggests using operators of space dilation in subgradient methods to change angles between the subgradient direction of the iterate
and its direction to an optimal point. To define space dilation, let
that II~II

= 1.

eE nn such

For any point x E nn, there exists a scalar 'Ya, x) and a point

y( ~ , .1') E 1(.11 such that

x

= 'Y(e,x)e + y(e,x),

(2.12)
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where

It follows that
-y(e, x)

= xe

and

y(e,x)

=x -

(xe)e.

With (2.12), we can define space dilation as follows.
Definition: (Shor (1985}) Let a ;:::: 0 be a fixed real value and

eE nn such that

lIeli = 1.
R(a,e)(x)

= a-y(e,x)e + y(e,x)

is called an operator of space dilation along direction

ewith coefficient a.

The notation, R(a, e), reflects the dependence of the operator on the fixed
scalal' a and point

e.

If 0 < a < 1, then the component of x parallel to

be reduced. Let a ;:::: 0 be a fixed real value and

ewill

eE nn such that lIeli = 1. The

following standard properties are useful for our development.
Proposition 2.4.

(Shor [1985}) Let a ;:::: 0 be a fixed real value and

e E nil

lIeli = 1. The following statements are true.
R(o:, 0(.1:) = x + (0: - 1)(xOe.
The matrix representation of R(o:, 0 is I +(a-l)ee T . Hence, it is a symmetric

such that
1.

2.

lineal' opel'a tor.
3. For a

> O. R(a,O-l

= R(-!;,O.

We now proceed to discuss the application of space dilations in subgradient
methuds by considering an unconstrained convex program,

Min

sit

f(x)
x E

nn.

(2.13 )

The following algorithm with space dilations along the previous subgradients for
the solutions of (2.13) is presented in Shor [1985].
Subgradient Algorithm with Space Dilations
Step O. },. - O.

Xl,

0<

Step 1. k - k + 1. Let
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< 1, Bl

=I

e" E 8f(x k ).

are given.
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k

•

=

k

If ~
0, stop; otherwIse d
Step 2. Specify Sk.
Step 3. xk+l = xk - skBkd k,
Step 4. Specify 0

BT(e·)
= IIBt<e.)II'

< (Jk < 1. Bk+l

= BkR((Jk, dk),

Repeat from Step 1.
We note that {R((Jk, dk)}~l are space dilation operators along dk with coefficient, (Jk. Since Bk is defined as a composition of {R((J" dt)}~;f, it follows from
Proposition 2.4 that the transpose of Bk is also a composition of {R((J"dt)}~;i.
Proposition 2.4 ensures the existence of B;;l. We can interpret Step 3 as a subgradient method under the transformation B;;l, To see this, let uk+l = B;;l (x k+1 )
and tl~' = B;;l(xk). Step 3 becomes

It follows from the convexity of f that

v x E'R. n •
Let

1I

= B;; 1:1'

and we have

VuE
Let ¢k(u)

= f(BkU)

Thus, d k =

lI~f ~~: ~II

nn.

and it follows that

is an normalized subgradient of ¢k at uk, and the iterate in

Step 3 is defined via a subgradient method. Also, Bk is a composition of space
dilation operators along the subgradients of ¢k.
This class of algorithms is also referred to as generalized gradient methods
with variable metric. That is, if we let Mk
becomes

= BkBT, the basic iteration in Step 3
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and

Mk+l

= Mk + (1- f3l>

(Mlcek)(Mkek)T
(e')T Mke k .

(Akgul [1984]). Nevertheless, each prescription of {f3k}~l and {Sk}~l will give
a specific algorithm. For example, when 13k = 1 for all k, the above algorithm
becomes a standard subgradient method.
With {f3dr:l and {skH~:l specified in the following implement able fashion, the following proposition, from Shor [1985], can be used to construct an
algorithm for (2.13).
Proposition 2.5.

Let {x k }%<;:l denote the sequence of iterates generated by the

algorithm with space dilations and x· be an optimal solution to (2.13). Suppose
the following assumptions are satisfied.

1)f is a convex function,
2)there exists lvl ;::: 1, such that ~(x -y) ~ M[f(x)- f(y)],
h(a:)

= 1[(1 -

a:)x

3) limllrll_oo f(x)
4) ,Bk
~) .
D ~k

= ~,:~;,
=

eE 8f(x) whenever.

+ a:y] is strictly decreasing in a: E [0,1],
= +00,

for all k,

21\/ [(rk)-i W k
M+1 II B 1<e k )1I v .,

Ii: in addition, f ;:::
f > 0, there exists k,

f( x·), then the sequence {sd k:l is bounded and for any
such that f(x k )

< f + f; otherwise {sdr:l is unbounded.

As mentioned in Shor [1985], in many practical problems, the constant M
can be chosen to be within the limits of 3 to 10.

f

is adjusted successively to

ensure that there exists a subsequence of {f(Xk)}r:l approaching f(x*).
This class of methods corresponds to the conjugate gradient methods in
smoot h opt imization in the sense that the previous gradients together wi th the
current one are used to produce a new direction. This concept has been implemented by Ruszczynski and Syski [1983] to solve an unconstrained stochastic
program. Here, the function

f

in (2.13) is assumed to be continuously differen-

tiable and

f(x)

=

In

F(x,w)dP(w),
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where W E

(n, A, 'P).

They generate a sequence of points as follows:

where
Sk

~ 0,

Sk --+

0 and

~Sk =

00.

k

The direction d k is a convex combination of the current quasi-gradient obtained
via sampling and the previous direction, thus imposing a stabilizing effect on the
sequence {x k }r:l' We note that this is a modification of the SQG methods in
which d k is just the current quasi-gradient.
In Chapter 5, we will incorporate the space dilation methods into our
algorithms to generate perturbed directions.
2.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have discussed the properties of stochastic linear program
with recourse (SLPR), various approximation schemes and solution procedures.
Additionally, we have reviewed some subgradient optimization methods and the
application of space dilation operations within a subgradient method. In later
chapters, we develop algorithms which combine objective function approximation
techniques with subgradient methods to solve problems such as SLPR.
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CHAPTER 3
INEXACT SUBGRADIENT METHODS
3.0 Introd uetion
In a mathematical program

I(x)

Min

sit

(P)

x E X,

where the objective function is non-differentiable, sub gradient optimization methods generate a sequence of iterates {xk}k:l so that

Px is the projection operator onto the feasible set X,
the direction, d k is a subgradient of

I

Sk

is the steplength and

at xk. The standard requirement on the

steplengths to ensure convergence are
00

Sk ;::::

0,

Sk --.

0

and

LSk

=

00.

(3.1 )

k=l

In some cases, the evaluations of the objective function and its subgradients may pose a computational burden. For example, in stochastic linear program
with recourse (SLPR), the objective function involves an expectation with respect
to a random variable,

~',

defined on a probability space

(n, A, 'P).

An application

of subgradient algorithms to stochastic optimization has lead to stochastic quasigradient (SQG) methods described in §2.3. In SQG methods, the direction is
a statistical estimate of the subgradient of
tic quasigradient of

I

I

at xk, (also known as a stochas-

at xk). To ensure that this method can lead to optimal

solutions, the typical guideline for the choice of steplengths is
00

Sk;::::

0,

Sk --.

0,

LSk
k=l

00

= 00,

and

LS%
k=l

< 00.

(3.2)
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In this chapter, we will discuss subgradient methods that are based on
a sequence of approximations of the objective function. We refer to this class
of methods as inexact subgradient methods. Ideally, these functional approximations will be designed so that the subgradient evaluations are easily accomplished.
Within our development, the sequence of functional approximations,

{/dr:l' is

required to satisfy a special version of the epigraphical nesting property which is
developed by Higle and Sen [1992], so that

Note that in this case,

{/dk:l provides a lower bound on I, asymptotically.

This chapter is organized as follows. In §3.1, we develop the basic inexact
subgradient methods and show that optimal solutions can be identified as in
standard subgradient methods.

In §3.2, we define the steplengths adaptively

so that the conditions imposed on

{Sdk:l in (3.1) are relaxed. We apply this

method to solve SLPR in §3.3. Our conclusions are presented in §3.4.
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3.1 Inexact Subgradient Methods
In subgradient methods, when the function
imations

f is replaced by' a sequence of approx-

Udr:l' the basic method proceeds as follows:

Basic Inexact Subgradient Algorithm
Step O. Initialize k
Step 1. k

4-

O.

Xl

E X is given.

k + 1. Specify fk' Sk.

4-

Step 2. d k E 8fk(X k ).
Step 3.

Xk+l

= Px{x k -

skdk}, and repeat from Step 1.

Note that Step 1 offers a great deal of flexibility on the choices of functional
approximations and steplengths. Although our iterative process looks similar to a
standard subgradient method, d k in Step 2 is a subgradient of the approxima.tion,

!k, at xk. Vie include the following assumptions to ensure that the above algorithm
will lead to an optimal solution. Throughout our development, x· and

r

denote

an optimal solution to (P) and the optimal \'alue, respectively. Our asymptotic
analysis is based on the following assumptions.
Assumptions

f is continuous and X is a compact convex set.
A2 {h. }k= I are con\'ex, continuous and uniformly bounded from below on X.
Al

A3 limk-x ,h(u k )

::;

f(x)

A4 Lh(.l'k)}A'EK --. f(5')
A5

{d A'} ~ I

whenever
whenever

{U

k

}r:l

{Xk}kEK

4

4

X,

V x E X.

X.

is a bounded sequence.

Brief comments regarding assumptions AI-A5 are in order. By assuming
that

f

is continuous, we implicitly assume that X·, the set of optimal solutions to

(P), is a closed set. A3 ensures that {fdr:l provides a lower bound on f asymptotically. In A4, the sequence of objective value approximations, Uk(xk)}~l is
required to be asymptotically accurate. This is only required as {xk}k:l accumulates and is not required elsewhere on X. Moreover, we note that the structure
of the algorithm permits local improvement in the functional approximation near

xk, and thus this assumption is not unwieldy. A5 imposes a uniform bound on
the subgradients defined in Step 2 of the basic algorithm. This assumption is
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easily satisfied if , for example, the functional approximations share a common
Lipschitz constant.

In our asymptotic analysis of the inexact subgradient method, we will make
use of the following index set:
(3.3)

where e > O.

We will identify conditions under which the iterates, {xkH~l

accumulate at the elements of X"', and thus we define

d(x,X"') = Min IIx-x"'1I2.

(3.4)

~oexo

Finally, we define

D(e)

= kelC(
lim d(J'k, X"')
l)

(3.5)

and note that D(f) is well defined if, and only if, ~(e) is an infinite set. Note that
assumptions AI-A3 ensure that
lim

k-oo

Max fdx·) $ j*,

XO

(3.6 )

ex·

while A4 ensures that {!k(xk)heA: -+ f(i) whenever {xkheA:

-t

x.

Thus, if i' is

an accumulation point of {:z.khelC(E}! (3.3) and (3.6) ensure that

(3.7)
Moreover, it follows that d(x,X·) is at most D(e). In the following lemma, we
verify that limE -0 D( f) = O.

Lemma 3.1. Let {xk} k::l be the sequence of iterates generated by the inexact

subgradient algorithm, and suppose that assumptions Al-A4 hold.
A 1 f is continuous and X is a compact convex set.
A2 Uk }k:,] are convex, continuous and unifonnly bounded from below on X.
A,31imk_oc h(u k ) $ f(.1')

whenever

{u k }k::l

-+

X,

V x E X.
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M {fk(xk)hex:

~ f(x)

If, in addition, there exists

whenever

x E X·

{xkhex: ~ x.

such that

lim Jk(x k ) - fk(X) = 0

(3.8)

k-oo

Proof. Let e > 0 be given, and note that since

011

x E X·, (3.8) ensures that

a subsequence of iterations, and thus K;(e) is an infinite set. Let X(e) be the

set of accumulation points of {xkheK:(E)l and note that Al ensures that X(e) =j:. 0.
As noted in the derivation of (3.7), AI-A4 ensure that

X = limE_o X(e) =j:. 0, it follows
f(x) = f*, V x E X. It follows from

from (3.9) and the

that d( J', X· ) = 0 for all x E

X.

E X(e)

~

(3.9)

Again, Al ensures that
continuity of.f that

vx

X.

i"'5.f(x)5.i"'+e

Since d(·, X·) is a continuous function, we have

that

and hence the result . •
In the following result, we identify conditions under which every accumulation point of the sequence {xk}k~) is an optimal solution to (P).
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Lemma 3.2. Let {xk}~l and {Sk}~l denote the sequence of iterates and

steplengths, respectively, associated with the inexact subgradient method. Suppose that assumptions Al-A5 hold.

.d1 f is continuous and X is a compact convex set.
A2

{fd~1

are convex, continuous and uniformly bounded from below on X.

M limk_oo fk(U k ) :5 f(x)
A4 {!k(xk)hex: -. f{x)

M {dk}r:1 is

a

whenever
whenever

{uk}~l -.

X,

'V x E X.

{xkhex: -. x.

bounded sequence.

If, in addition, Sk

~

0 for all k, limk_oo Sk

= 0,

and there exists x E X· such

that limk_oo fk(X k ) - fk(X) = 0, then every accwnulation point of {xk}~l is an
optimal solution to (P).
Proof. Let

J'.

denote an arbitrary point in X·. Note that Al ensures that. for

all x· E X·, we have

Ilx k+1 - x·11 2 :5l1x k - sk dk - x·11 2
k
2
k
= II.r - .v·1I + s~lldkll2 + 2Skd (x* _ a~k)
= IIxk - x*,,2 + Sk (sklld k ll 2 + 2d k(x* - xk)) .

(3.10)

Since .fJ.. is convex (Assumption A2) and d k E 8!k{xk), it follows that h(;I''') ~
h,(.l'k)

+ dk(J'.

- J.k),

and thus
(3.11 )

for all :r· E X·. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, our hypotheses ensure that K(e)
is an infinite index set for all e > 0, and consequently D(e)
is well defined. By hypothesis,
that there exists Nt

Sk - I

= limkeX:(t) d(xl.·,X·)

0 and thus assumptions Al and A5 ensure

< 00 such that for every k

~

Nt
(3.12)

Moreover, we may assume without loss of generality that Nt is chosen so that
(3.13)
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For the remainder of the proof, we let k
and 2) k

~

~

N E , and consider two cases: 1) k E K,( e)

K,(e).

Case 1. (k E K,(e).) It follows from (3.4), (3.10), (3.12), and (3.13) that

i,
=> d(xH1,X.) ~ d(x",X·) + i

IIX H1 - x.II 2 ~ IIxk - x.II 2 +
=> d(xk+l, X·)

~ D(e)

"Ix· E X·

+ e.

(3.14)

Case 2. (k ~ K,(e).) Since k ~ K,{e), we have h{x k ) > /k{x·)

+ f, for all x·

EX·.

Hence, it follows from (3.4), (3.11) and (3.12) that

II.I· HI

-

x*II2

< IIxk - x.II 2 + Sk {sklldkll2 - 2f}

V x* E X*

=> d(Xk+1 ,X*) :5 d(xk,X*).

(3.15)

Moreover, since IC( f) is an infinite set, we see that whenever k is sufficiently large
(i.e .. whenever k exceeds Min{t E lC(f)lt

~

Nc}), inequality (3.14) in combination

with successive application of (3.15) yields

Thus, ill buth cases we see that whenever ~~ is sufficiently large, 0 ~ d(xk,X*) :5
D(f)

+ f.

Since the choice of f was arbitrary, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that
lim d(xk,X*)

k-oo

= 0,

and thus every accumulation point of {xklk~l is contruned in X· . •
As a result of Lemma 3.2, we see that whenever the algorithm can be shown
to generate a subsequence on which (3.8) is satisfied, every accumulation point of
{xA-}~1 is optimal to (P). As shown in the next theorem, this may be achieved

by augmenting the conditions on the steplengths by requiring that

2:k 8A- -. 00.
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Theorem 3.3. Let {X k H~l be the sequence of iterates identified by the inexact
subgradient method and suppose that assumptions Al-A5 hold .

.AI f is continuous and X is a compact convex set.
A2 {fdr:l are convex, continuous and uniformly bounded from below on X.
~ limk-ooofk(U k ) $ f(x)

A4 {fk(xk)hex: -+ f{x)

{uk}~l -+

whenever
whenever

X,

V x E X.

{xkhex: -+ x.

M {dk}k:l is a bounded sequence.
I£, in addition, the sequence of
0, I:k Sk -+

steplengths,{skl~l satisfy Sk

~

0, Sk

-+

then every accumulation point of {xk}~l is an optimal solu-

00,

tion to (P).

Proof. Let x* be an optimal solution to (P). It follows from Lemma 3.2 that it
is suffici(,llt to show

Let ~1 =

limk_oc

li111k_oo

fdxk) - j,.(x*)

= O.

As in (3.11), we ha\'e that

fdl.~k) - j,.(x"), AI, A2 and A4 ensure that there exists

Ie such

that
lim ;t,k
kex:

= i~ E X '

lim j,.(xk)

kex:

= f(x),

and

Since A3 ensures that limkeK j,.(x*) $

r, it follows that

Suppose that 'Y > O. Since Sk -+ 0, A5 implies that there exists N <
-sklldkll2

+ 2 (J,.(xk) IIxk -

such that

fdx")) 2:: 'Y for all k 2:: N. Thus,

x'"112 - IIxk+l - x'"112 2:: 'Y8k

Vk2::N

N+n-l

:::} 11.1· N

00

x*1I2 -lIl.·N+n

-

x*1I2 2::

'Y

L

k=N

Sk

V n 2:: O.
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But since

Ek Sk -. 00,

this contradicts the compactness of X. Thus, 'Y

= 0, and

the result now follows from Lemma 3.2 . •
As a result of Theorem 3.3, we see that inexact subgradient methods inherit the limiting behavior of standard subgradient algorithms. Additionally, it
has the advantage of avoiding complicated objective and subgradient evaluations.
However, in various practical subgradient algorithms (such as Held, Wolfe and
Crowder [1974], Sen and Sherali [1986] and Allen et al [1987]), steplengths are defined adaptively. In the following section, we will adopt this form of presentation
and suggest a method for the adaptive specification of steplengths that is similar
in spirit to those of Allen el al [1987].

3.2 Inexact. Subgradient Methods with Adaptive Steplengths
In this section, we use a sequence of convex objective function approximations to develop an inexact subgradient method with adaptively defined
st.eplengths. This algorithm offers an extension of the result of Allen et. a1. [1987].
Our method uses a sequence of real values
.1'

E X, and defines

adaptively using

Sk

!k

{.1dk:l

such that

!k

:5 fk{X), for all

as the iterative target value.

Inexact Sub gradient Algorithm with Adaptive Steplengths
Step O. Initialize I.Step 1. I..

i-

i-

O.

Xl

E X is given.

k + 1. Specify fk, Ak, !k.

Step 2. d k E 8fdx k ).
Step 3. If d k = 0, then
\

Sk = Ak

b(xk)-b

IIdk 112

,

Sk

an d

= 0; otherwise
k+l
p X {k
X
X

=

- Sk

dk }•

Repea t from Step 1.
Our primary focus is on Step 1, in which the functional approximation

/k,

the steplength coefficient Ak, and the 'target value'

!k

are specified. We will

establish conditions on the sequences under which one can be assured that the
algorithm will lead to an optimal solution. In the following, x· and

r

denote

an optimal solution to (P) and the optimal value, respectively. We proceed as in
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§3.1 with a similar set of assumptions, adapted for the new steplength definition
as follows:
Assumptions
B1

f

is continuous and X is a compact convex set.

B2 {h }r:l are convex, continuous and uniformly bounded from below on X.

B3limk_oofk(uk):::; f(x)
B4 {!k(xk)hEK: --. f{x)

whenever
whenever

{ukh--+oo --. x,

V x E X.

{xkhEK: --. X.

B5 {dk}r:l is a bounded sequence.
B6
B7

= 00.
{Jdr:l is bounded from below and h :::; fk(X)
)..k

2:: 0,

{Ad k

-t

0

and

L:k)..k

Vx

EX, V k.

BI-B5 are the same as AI-A5. B6 is similar to the steplength requirements
in Theorem 3.3, although, we observe that it refers to the scaling factors, {)..k} r:l '
instead of the steplengths,
the conditions imposed on

r:l' Since )..k does not solely define the steplength,
{Sdr:l are relaxed. Assumption B7 ensures that

{Sk}

lim fdxk) - Jk 2:: lim h(x k ) - fdx*),
k-.oo
k-oo
while Assumptions BI-B4 ensure that there exists an index set !C such that

It follows that

lim h(x k ) -lk 2:: lim fk{X k )
k-oo
k-oo

-

fk(X*) 2:: f{x) -

r

2:: O.

(3.16)

Hence, for large values of k, fk(xk) -lk provides an estimate of a bound on the
error associated with the iterate xk, f( xk) -

f*. As a result, if the estimated error

bound is consistently small, the corresponding steplength will also become small.
We precede our proof of the optimality of all accumulation points with
two lemmas. In the first lemma below, we identify a property of the sequence

UIJ· k

-

.1'*

II lk';l'

As before, x* denotes an optimal solution to (P).
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Lemma 3.4.

Let x· be an optimal solution to (P), and {xk} denote the

sequence of iterates identified by the inexact subgradient algorithm with adaptive
steplengths. Suppose that assumptions Bl, B2 and B7 hold.

f is continuous and X is a compact convex set.
B2 {fl.· }f:1 are convex, continuous and uniformly bounded from below X.
B7 {ldf:1 is bounded from below and !k $ fk(X) V x E X, V k.
If , in addition, there exists N < 00 such that 0 < >'k $ f3 < 2, for all k > N,
Bl

then

[or all h- > N.
Proof: As in (3.10),

If

./. 0
IllC k II .-r,

t 1len 8k

\ IdIIdxk)
- b'
= "'k
k 11 2

Th us, Slllce
.
dk E

81k (x k)

an d

Ik IS.

convex,

we have that

Ila· HI

-

Note that if

;1:*11 2 $ 11.1· k - x*112 + 8k {>'dJd.1:k) $11.1: k - x*112 + Sk Pd/J.·(:z:k) Ild"'11 = 0,

then 8k

+ 2d k(x* - xk)}
lk)J + 2[j,..(x*) - Ida'!")]}.
lkJ

= 0 so that :r HI = xk and the inequality remains

valid. It follows from the hypothesis that for >'k $ f3

IIX HI

-

x*112

$lIx k -

< 2,

x*112 + 8k{f3[lk(Xk) - h]

+ (2 -

f3)[lk(X*) - j,..(xk)]

= IIxk - x*112 + 8k(2 -

f3)

{/d

X

+ f3[lk(X*) *) - j,..(xk)

Ik(X k)]}

+ 2 ~ ,a [j,..(x*) -

Vk> N

lkJ}.

In the following lemma, we identify a subsequential relationship between

.h and fda· k ). Note that since h

$ j,..(x*) for every x* E X*, assumptions B1-B4

together with Lemma 3.2 ensure that every accumulation point of {xk}k:1 is an
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optimal solution to (P) whenever limk_oo Jk(x

k)-!k = 0 (see inequality (3.16)).

Thus, we will focus on the consequences of failing to satisfy this property.

Lemma 3.5.

Let x· be an optimal solution to (P), and {xk}~l denote the

sequence of iterates identified by the inexact subgradient algorithm with adaptive
steplengths. Suppose that assumptions Bl-B7 hold.

f is continuous and X is a compact convex set.
B2 {fdk=l are convex, continuous and uniformly bounded from below on
Bl

-k )::; f(x)
B3limk_oofk(u

B4 {!k(Xk)},..EK: -+ f(x)
B5

{d k lk';: I

{idbl

whenever

Vx

E

X.

{xkhEK: -+ X.

2::k Ak

= 00.

is bounded from below and

ik ::;

{Ad k -+

0

and

IIdkll

fk(X)

V x E X,

V k.

id

> 0, tlJere exists N < 00 such that for all
> 0 and 0 < Ak ~ f3 < 2, then for any 8 > 0 and Nl > N, tllere

If, in addition, limk_oo {!k(xk) -

k > N,

{u k }k ..... oo -+ x,

is a bounded sequence.

B6 Ak ~ 0,

B7

whenever

X.

exists kl > Nl such that

Proof: \Ve proceed by contradiction. Given 6 > 0 and Nl > N, suppose that

FrOlll Lt'Blllla

3.4, we have

( 3.17)
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Let "I

= limk_oo Ik(X k ) - !k

B5, there exists fL <

N 2':

00

and note that by hypothesis "I > O. By assumption

IIdkll2 :::;

such that

fL for all k,and thus there exists

Nl such that

Vk2':N
V n 2': O.
This yields a contradiction between Bl and B6. Thus, for any 0 > 0 and NI > N,
there exists /.'1

> NI such that

•
\Vith Lemma 3.5, we can now establish optimality of every accumulation
point of {XJ'}k~:l'
Theorem 3.6. Let x" be an optimal solution to (P), and {xk}k~:l denote the
sequence of iterates identified by the inexact subgradient algorithm with adaptive

steplengtlls. Suppose that Bl-B7 hold.
Bl

1 is

continuous and X is a compact convex set.

B2 Udk::1 are convex, continuous and uniformly bounded from below

B3limk_oo.h(uk):::; I(x)
B4 {/k(.l:k)hEK -) I(x)

whenever

whenever

{ukh_oo -) x,

OIl

X.

V x E X.

{xkhEK -) X.

B5 {d~'} k:: I is a bounded sequence.

B6 Ak 2': 0,
B7

{lk }k'=1

{Ad k -) 0

= 00.
below and lk :::; Ik(X)

and

is bounded from

2:k Ak

V x E X,

V k.

Then, every accumulation point of {xk}k::1 is optimal to (P).

Proof: Let

.1'*

E X" be given, and note that since BI-B5 are the same as AI-A5,

and our assumptions ensure that

Sk

2': 0, Sk

-t

0, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that

it is sufficient to show that there exists x" E X* such that

lim Ik(X k ) - /k(a~")
k-oo

= o.
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Lemma 3.5 identifies two cases, depending on limk_

00

IIdkll. We shall consider

these two cases separately.

Case 1. Suppose that lirnk_oo IId k l = O. Then, there exists an index set K, such
that limkEf\:

Ildkll = O.

Note that assumption B2 ensures that

'V x E X.
Thus, since {d k } kEf\:

0,

-+

0:5 lim fk{X k ) - fk{X"') :5
k-oo

:5

fun fk{X k ) - fk{X"')
kEf\:

fun dk{xk - x"') = 0

(3.18)

kEf\:

where the first inequality follows from assumptions B1-B4 (see 3.16), and the last
equality follows from assumption B1. The result now follows from Lemma 3.2.

Case 2. Now, suppose that limk_oo

IId k il >

O. As in (3.16), assumptions B1-B4

and B7 ensure that
lim h{x k ) - ik 2= lim h(:v k ) - fk{X"') 2= O.
k-oo

If limk_= .I'k( .'l:k) - ik

k-oo

= 0, the result follows from Lemma 3.2.

that lim,,_= h(x") - ik

> O. We will use Lemma 3.5 to verify the hypotheses of

Lemma 3.2. To begin, let p == limk_oo ik,
B3 and B7 ensure that p :5

r = f(x"'), and note that assumpt.ions

r. In addition, for every

follows from B3 and B6 that there exists N :5

Ak :5

fdx"') :5

€)

= 8) = i

and

Ak :5

fda:"'):5

r+

€

€

/3)

r+

ik 2= p -

€

>

0 and

/3

E (0,2), it

such that
(3.19a)

/3) = r .!~+(1

such that

00

/3

I" 2= p Let

Thus, we suppose

€)

€).

V k 2= N

(3.19b)
(3.19c)

:5 1. From (3.19), there exists N) <

00
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IId k II >

We note that we may assume without loss of generality that

k > N 1 • Applying Lemma 3.5 with (3

Since 0 < (31

:5 1 implying

A

= (31,6 = 61, there exists kl > Nl

:5 (31 and (31 =

r!4

+ (31 [1* + El
:5 ikl (x*) + El + 28)
= ikl (x*) +

fkl (Xkl) :5 ikl (x*)

E

l

0 for all
such tha.t

:5 1, it follows that

- P + Ell

+ 61

4·

For j

= 2,3, ... , define Ej = 6j = t(!)j, and (3j = ,. .!~+EJ

follows from (3.19) that there exists Nj > kj -

1

:5 1. Again, it

such that

Ak :5 (3j

idx*) :5

1* + Ej

ik ~ P Applying Lemma 3.5 again with (3

Ej

= (3j, 8 = 6j , there exists kj

.hj (x kj ) :5 ik, (x*) + 2 ~j(3j [Jkj (x*)
:5 ik, (x*) + (3j[1*
:5 ik j (x * ) + Ej

+ Ej -

> N j such that

+ 6j
P + Ej] + 6j
- fkj]

+ 2b j

1 .

=ik,(x*) + (2)]'
Hence. there exists a subsequence {x kj }~) such that

As in (3.18),
0:5 lim ik(x k )-ik(X*):5 lim ik,(xk')-ikj(X*) =0
k-oo

j-+oo
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and the result follows from Lemma 3.2. •
The proof of Theorem 3.6 suggests that it may be possible to reduce the
dependence of the algorithm on the externally controlled parameters, {>'d~l! if
it is possible to ensure that limk_oo

IIdkll = 0 or limk ..... oo Jk(x k) - h.

Naturally,

the former is difficult to ensure. With the latter, it is evident that consistency
with the remaining assumptions would require that limk-+oo lk =

r. In §3.3, we

investigate an inexact subgradient algorithm that can be used to solve stochastic
linear programs with recourse, and show that this particular algorithm ensures

r·

limk_oo /J.- =

3.3 Application to the solution of Stochastic Linear Programs
In this section, we will discuss how the inexact subgradient method derived in

§3.2 can be applied to solve a two stage stochastic linear program with recourse
(SLPR). The algorithm that we present here is an inexact subgradient algorithm
based on the sequence of objective function approximations constructed by a
stochastic df'composition (SD) algorithm (Higle and Sen [1991a]).
that (SLP R) satisfies the complete recourse property so that

f

Assuming

is continuous

(Wets [1982]) on X, the sequence of SD approximations will be shown to ensure
that the hypotheses in Theorem 3.6 are satisfied. In addition, we will show that
limk_oo.h = j"'.
An Inex11ct Sub gradient Algorithm with SD Approximations (IXSSD)
Step O. l'u

i-

0,

J.I,

yl E X, k

i-

O.

+ 1.

Randomly generate an observation of w, wk. For u = .1', y, let
rr(u) E argmax{rr(w k - Tu k ) IrrW:5 g}, and Vk ~ Vk- 1 U {rr(u) I u = x,y}.
a) For t = 1. ... ,"~, 'Il = x,y, let rr(u)~ E argmax{rr(w' - Tu k ) Irr E VJ;},
Step 1. k

i-

k

a(u)~

+ .B(u)~x = i

a(u)~'

i-

fdx) =
b) yHI

L~=l rr(u)~(wt - Tx),

kkl a(u)f- 1 + irr(u)~wk, .B(u)~

+ Max{a(u)r + .B(u)~x I u =
E argmin{fJ;(;r) I x EX}.
CJ:

ik = h(y H1 ).

i-

kkl.B(U)~-l - irr(u)~T.

x, Yi t = 1, .. ·, k}.
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c) Specify Ak.
Step 2. d k E 8fk{X k ).
Step 3. If d k

= 0, then Sk = 0, otherwise let

\ b(xk)-h:
sk -- /lk
IW II~ ,

an d

x HI

= p X (k
X

-

k
sk d ) .

Repeat from Step 1.
Note that

!k

is defined by two sequences of cuts associated with {xk}~1

and {yk}~l' respectively. As in §2.4, the superscript, k, of a{u)f and .B{u)~
represents the current iteration, and the subscript, t, denotes the iteration at
which the cuts were generated. At iteration k, for t

< k, {a{u),.B(u)}f- J are

updated and denoted by {a( u), .B( u)} f.
The asymptotic optimality of the sequence of iterates {xk} is easily established by combining the results of Higle and Sen [1991a] (summarized in Proposition 2.3), with Theorem 3.6.
Proposition 3.7.

Let {xk}~1 denote the sequence of iterates identified in the

inC:'xact .':iu/)g'l'adient algorithm with SD approximations. In SLPR, if
· X is

· {7f

lJOlJ-empty compact and convex set,

Cl

I 7f HI :::; g}

is a non-empty compact convex polyhedral set,

· n is a non-empty compact set,
· Ak 2: 0,

{Ad ---. 0,

and l:k Ak ---.

00.

then wit.h probability one evelY accumulation point of {xk}r;} is optimal to
(SLP R). Furthermore, limk--+oo Jk =

r

(wpl).

Proof: By Theorem 3.6, it is sufficient t.o show that
Bl

f

B2

Udf'=J

is continuous and X is a compact convex set.
are convex, continuous and uniformly bounded from below on X.

B3 limk_oo h(1/) :::; f(x)
B4 Udxk)hEK ---. f(x)
B5

{d k }

r;

J

B6 Ak 2: 0,
B7

Lh}f'=J

whenever
whenever

{ukh--+oo ---. x,

V x E X.

{xkhEK ---. X.

is a bounded sequence.

{Adk ---. 0 and

l:k Ak

is bounded from below and

= 00.

Jk : :; fk(X)

V x E X,

V k.

are satisfied with probability one. B1 and B6 are satisfied by hypotheses. B2 and
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B7 are satisfied easily from the definitions in Step la and lb. The subgradient
dJ.: can be expressed as a convex combination of {c - 7rT}, and

7r

E

{7r

I 7r W

~

g} is bounded by hypothesis. Thus, B5 is satisfied. B3 and B4 follow from
Proposition 2.3. Hence, it follows from Theorem 3.6 that with probability one
every accumulation point of {xk}~l is optimal to (SLP R). In addition, it follows
from Proposition 2.3 that

and there exists an index set iC such that

In combination, there exists an index set K. ~ iC such that

Oll the other hand, B3 and Bi ensure that limJ.:_oo Jk ~
limJ.:_oo Jk

=r

r

(wpl). Thus.

(wpl), and the result follows . •

We note that since limJ.:_oo Jk

= r, the optimality result of this algorithm

does not depend on the external inputs {Ak} (see Case 2 of Theorem 3.6), and thus
it is possible to suggest termination test based on the appearance of optimality
(i.e., when !k(a.. k) -

Jk

is sufficiently small).

This inexact subgradient algorithm illcorporates statistically defined functional approximations within subgradient methods. As a solution procedure for
SLPR, it proceeds similarly to stochastic quasigradient methods, but the requirements imposed on

{Sdk::l

are more relaxed than (3.2).
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3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have developed algorithms that are applicable to optimization
problems in which the objective function may be difficult to evaluate. Under mild
conditions, inexact subgradient algorithms inherit the same properties as subgradient methods. Furthermore, with adaptively defined steplengths, convergence
results can be established with relaxed conditions imposed on the steplengths. In
stochastic optimization, it can be interpreted as another statistical application of
subgradient methods with mild steplength requirements.
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CHAPTER 4
INEXACT PRIMAL-DUAL SUBGRADIENT METHODS
4.0 Introd uction
We begin with the program stated in Chapter 3,

f(x)

Min

(P)

sit

x E X.

The inexact subgradient method generates a sequence of iterates through

where Px denotes the projection onto X. If the feasible set, X, is simply defined
(e.g., as a box or a ball in

nn ,), then this projection is easily undertaken.

However,

the projection onto a more complicated region can be computationally demanding.
In this chapter, we will revise our problem statement as follows.

r=

Min f(;r)

sit

/tJ: :::;

b

(Q)

:z: E X.

In this st.atement, X is a non-empty compact. convex set onto which a projection
is easily undertaken. We develop algorithms for (Q) by adapting the primal-dual
subgradient algorithm presented in Sen and Sherali [1986].
The primal-dual subgradient algorithm (see Sen and Sherali [1986]), employs a Lagrangian function along with a penalty function to generate a sequence
of primal and dual iterates which converges to a pair of primal and dual optimal
solutions of (Q). The penalty function provides an upper bound on the Lagrangian
function. Ideally, the penalty and Lagrangian functions would agree at optimal
solutions. Consequently, the difference between these functions is referred to as
the gap function, and is used as a guideline for the choice of steplengths. The
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iterate is defined via the projection performed onto the relaxed feasible set X. In
our algorithms, the gap function is replaced by a gap approximation. Hence, we
refer to these algorithms as inexact primal-dual subgradient methods.
In §4.1, we offer the notation associated with the methodology presented in
this chapter and develop the inexact primal-dual subgradient method. In §4.2, we
verify that the algorithm leads to an optimal solution when the functional approximations epi-converge to

f. In §4.3, we assume that the functional approximations

satisfy an epigraphical nesting property discussed in §2.2, and study the limiting
behavior of the gap approximations. In §4.4, we use the asymptotic results of
§4.3 to develop the inexact primal-dual subgradient method with objective function approximations similar to those constructed in the stochastic decomposition
algorithm. Finally, our conclusions are presented in §4.5.
4.1 Notation and Algorithm
In the problem,

r=

Min f(x)

sit

Aa: :5 b

(Q)

x EX,

we assume that X is a non-empty compact convex set onto which a projection is
easily undertaken, and .4. is an m x n matrix. Let

Qj

represent the row vector of .4

for i = 1.... , m. and b = (b),· .. ,bm ). Alternatively, we can write the constraints
A:l' :5 b as

QjX

:5 bj, i

= 1,···, m.

The constraints Ax :5 b will be relaxed ill a

Lagrangian fashion through the following function definition:

L(7I')

= Min

{J(x)

+ 71'(Ax -

b)

Ix

EX}.

Let
'V.

= Max
Min f(x) + 71'(Ax 71'~O rEX

b)

denote the Lagrangian value. From duality theory, v'" :5
assume that v·

(D)

r

always holds. We

= r. This assumption can be easily accomplished if (Q) is a con-

vex program, and a regularity condition (e.g., the Slater constraint qualification)
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is satisfied. We also assume that (Q)/(D) has a finite optimal solution, which is
denoted as (.1:"',71'.), so that I(x·)

= L(7I'·). By adapting the primal-dual subgra-

dient method, we will develop algorithms in which the function
by a sequence of convex functions,

{fdr:l

I

is approximated

defined on X and explore conditions

under which an optimal solution can be identified. The following notation is used
throughout this chapter.

Notation
• E

= (EI,""

Em)

with

Ei

> 0 for each i.

= { (x, 71') I x EX, 71' ;::: 0 } and z E Z.
· H dx, 71') = fk(x) + 2:::1 (7I'i + Ed Max{ai.1: · h(.!', 71') = .h(.1') + 71'(Ax - b).
· Ld7l') = Min{h(x,7I') I x EX},
·Z

bi, OJ.

· Cd;z:, 71') = H",(;l', 71') - Ld7l').
· H(:L', 71')
· l(x,7I')

= I(a:) + 2:7~1 (7I'i + fi) Max{ajx -

= I(x) + 71'(Ax -

· L(7I') = Min{l(x,7I')

bi, OJ.

b).

I x EX}.

· C(:r, 71') = H(x, 71') - L('7I').

Compared with the objective functions Ik and I, the functions H d x, 71')
and H(.1:,7I') contain additional terms which will contribute penalties if the constraints Ax :::; b are violated. Thus, they are referred to as penalty functions.
Furthermore, for any (x, 71') E Z,
m

H k(x, 71')

= fk (x) + L (71' i + €il Max {a i x -

bi, O}

i=1
m

;::: fk(x)

+L

71'i(ajX - bi)

i=1

= fk(x) + 71'(Ax - b)
;::: Min{fk(x) + 71'(Ax = Lk(7I').

b)

Ix

E X}
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Therefore,

v (x, 71') E Z.
Similarly, we have

H(x, 71') ~ J(x)

+ 71'(Ax -

v (x, 71') E Z.

b) ~ L(7I'),

(4.1 )

It follows from the definitions of the gap approximation Gk and the gap function
G that

v (x, 71') E Z.
Since Jk is convex, Hk is convex and Lk is concave. Hence, Gk is a non-negative
convex function. We state the following lemma which is used as a guideline for
the identification of optimal solutions for (q )/( D).
Lemma 4.1. .4 point (x, ir) E Z is optimal to (Q)/(D) Hand only HG(x, ir)

= O.

Proof. If (x, ir) is optimal to (Q)/(D), it follows tha.t J(x) = L(if). Since (:r, if)

= J(x). Thus,

is feasible, it follows from the definition of H that H(x,if)

G(x,ir)
Conversely, if G(x,rr)

= 0,

= H(x,ir) -

then H(x,ir)

that

L(if)

= L(ir),

= O.
and thus from (4.1), we have

m

H(x, if)

= J(x) + 2:)ifi + €d Max{aix -

bj, O}

i=l
m

= J(x) + L

ifi(ai x - bi)

i=l

= L(if).
It follows that
m

L( irj + €j) Max{ai x - b

j,

i= 1

m

OJ

= I: ifi(ai x i=l

bd·
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Since for all i, 71' j ~

a and > 0, it follows that
€j

Vi=l, .. ·,m.
Hence, J(x)

= L(ii") and (x,ii")

is optimal. •

Consequently, our methods will be aimed at locating a point (x, ii") E Z
such that G(x, ii")

= O. We will explore various conditions and algorithmic require-

ments under which this can be accomplished.
The following algorithm is an adaptation of the primal-dual subgradient
method presented in Sen and Sherali [1986]. In our presentation, we allow for
the use of approximations of the penalty and Lagrangian values in each iteration,
thus leading to an inexact. primal-dual subgradient method.
Inexact Primal-Dual Subgradient Algorit.hm
Step O. l.~ .- O. (;t.I, rrl),

€j

> a are given.

Step 1. /,' .- /,: + 1. Specify G".
Step 2. Let dA' E aG,,(a:", 71''').
If dA' = 0, let

s" = 0; otherwise let s" = AA' Gk1f:tl() •

Step 3. (.1.HI, rr HI )
RqH'Clt

= Pz {(x", rr") - s"d"}

fr0111 Step 1.

As in chapter 3, thc iterate (:r HI , rrH I) is defined via the current iterate, (a''', rr"),
the st<:'plellgt h, ~,.., and a subgradient, d". Note that if

then

d' = ("

+ ,,",,2.,>0

(~t + ,;la"

-(Ay' - b))

is a subgradicut of G" at (;t.", 71'k). Recall from Lemma 4.1 that an iterate (x", 71''')
is opt.imal if and only if G(x", 71''')

= O.

The choice of the steplength in Step 2

suggests that the sequence of values {Gk(:rk, 71'k)}~1 has a zero target without
any prior knowledge of the optimal value of (Q).
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In §4.2 and §4.3, we will establish conditions on the sequence of objective function approximations,

{Idr:l

which ensure that the inexact primal-dual

subgradient method leads to optimal solutions.
4.2 Asymptotic Results with Epi-convergent Approximations
In this section, we consider a sequence of approximations, {Ik} that epi-converges
to

I,

study the limiting properties of the gap approximations, Gk, and discuss

how the inexact primal-dual subgradient method leads to an optimal solution.
We precede our asymptotic analysis with the following assumptions.
Assumptions
Cl
C2

I is continuous and X is a compact convex set.
Udk:1 are convex, continuous and uniformly bounded from

below on X.

C3.h ~f.
C4 Ud:rk)hEK. -+ I(x)
C5

{d k }

k: I

.QQ 0 < ;3

~

whenever

{xkhEK.

-+

X.

is a bounded sequence .

Ak ~ 1, V k.

We note that Cl, C2, C4 and C5 are the same as AI, A2, A4 and A5. In C3,
we assume that the sequence of function approximations {h} epi-converges to I.
Recall that

h(x,7f)
Thus,

h ~I

= h(x) + 7f(Ax -

b).

implies that lk(·,7i'k)~I(.,7i') whenever 7i'k -+ 7i'. This observa.tion

will be exploited in Lemma 4.3, where we investigate the asymptotic relationship
between {Ldr:l and L. First, we state a proposition which will be useful in the
lemma.
Proposition 4.2. Let

a and

{ad~l

respectively denote a real value and an

infinite sequence of bounded real numbers. If for every index set K" there exists
a further index set K,' ~ K, such that {ak} kEK.' -+ a, then
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Proof. Let 1C 1 and 1C2 be the index sets such that

Without loss of generality, by hypothesis,

Hence, the result follows . •
With this proposition, we can now establish the following result.
Lemma 4.3. Let {7i'k H<;l denote a sequence of non-negative bounded points in

nm. Suppose that assumptions Cl and C31lO1d.
f is continuous and X is a
C3 !k :!j.f.
Cl

compact convex set.

Then

f/

E argmin{h(:r, 7i'k)lx E X}

and K denote any index set. The compactness of X (Cl) ensures that there exists
a further index set K'

c K such

that {yk hE1C1 ~ y. Since h(', 7i'k) ~l(., 7i'), it

follows from Kall [1986] that

Since

I ky,1f
( -k - k) = L k(1k)
f,

and

l(y,7i')

= L(7i'),

it follows that {Lk(jrk)hEIC' ~ L(7i'). Thus, from Proposition 4.2,

•
With Lemma 4.3, we can also establish an asymptotic relationship between
the functions {Gd and G.
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Lemma 4.4. Let {(Xk, 7fk)}k=l denote a given sequence of bounded points in Z.
Suppose that assumptions 01 and 03 hold .

.Q1 f is continuous and X is a compact convex set.
03 fk ~f.
Then,

whenever

Proof. Suppose that {( xk, 7i'k)} k=l ~Z such that

Since fk ~f, it follows from Lemma 4.3 that limk-+oo L k(7fk)

= L(7f).

Hence,

bj, O}

L k (-k)
7r

m

· G k' (-k
I1m
x ,7r-k)

k-oc

I'1m f k (-k)
-k = k-oo
x + 2:(-k
7rj + fj )M ax {aix

-

i=1

m

i=1

= H (x, 7i') -

L( 7i')

•

= G(x,7i').

Thus, epi-convergence ensures that the gap approximations, {G k} r:l ' approach the gap function G asymptotically. In the following lemma, we can establish the existence of a subsequence on which {G d x k, 7r k)} k= 1 converges to
zero.

Lemma 4.5. Let {(xk, 7r k)}r:l denote the sequence of iterates generated by the
inexact primal-dual subgradient method. Suppose that assumptions 01-03, 05
and 06 hold.
01

f is continuous and X is a

C2

{fd~1

compact convex set.

are convex, continuous and uniformly bounded from below on X.
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C3 fk

:ti f.

QQ {d lk~! is
k

a

bounded sequence.

Q§.O < f3::; Ak::; 1, V k.
If, in addition, {7I'k}k:l is bounded, then there exists a subsequence indexed by
Ie'" such that limkEK. Gk(X k , 71'k) = O.

Proof. Let (x"', 71'''') denote an optimal solution to (Q)/(D). Since fk:tif, we
assume without loss of generality that there exists a sequence of bounded points

{(xk, n-k)}k:! in Z, such that
"k ,71'
"k)}oo
{( X
k=1 ~

('"
X ,71' "')

and

It follows from Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.1 that

· G( x,
"k 71'
"k)
11m
k-oo
To ease our presentation, let zk

= G('"
x, 71' "') = 0.

= (xk, n-k) and zk = (x k , 71'k), the iterate generated

by the inc:'xact primal-dual subgradient method. We consider two cases according
to the limiting behavior of {lldkll}k:l'

IId k II = O. Then, there exists a subsequence indexed
by K such that limkE1\: IIdkll = O. Since G k is a convex function and dk E 8G k(zk),
Case 1. Suppose that limk:l

we have that

Note that limkE1\:

IId k II = 0 ensures that

lim Gk{zk)
k-oo
Case 2. Suppose that there exists an integer
~:

= O.
Nl

<

00

such that

IId k II > a for

all

> IV!. VI"e will prove limk_oo Gk{zk) = 0 by contradiction. Our hypotheses
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that

II Z k+ 1

zkll2 :5

-

Ilzk -

= IIzk Since Sk

= >'k ~~~i,:)' Gk

z kll2

+ s%lIdkll2 + 2Skdk(Zk _ zk).

is convex, and >'k :5 1 (C6), we have

zkl12 :5 Ilzk - zkl12 + Sk>'kGk{zk) + 2Sk {Gk(zk) -

IIZk+1 -

:5 IIzk - z kll2
Since limk_oo Gk(zk)
for all k

Sk dk _ z kll2

= 0,

+ Sk {2Gk{i k) >

and 'Y

Gk{zk)}

0, there exists N 2, Nl

Gk{zk)}

V k > N1 •

< N2 <

00

such that

> N2,

Therefore,

II zk+l

- z~k112 < II z k - z~k112 - S 'Y
"4
I, -

By hypothesis, there exists Il

C6 that

Sk

>

< 00 such that IId kll 2 <

Il for all k. It follows from

$i for all k > N2 and
1 '"~k+1 -z~k112 < II z k -z.k112 -/2(3
81l

Thi~ illlp1ie~

(4.2)

that

Taking limit infimums on both sides, we have
lim Il z k+l - zkll:5 lim Ilzk - z k ll:5 lim IIzk - zk- 1 11 + IIZ k k-oo
k-oo
k-oo
= lim IIzk - £k- 1 11,

1

-

zkll

k-oo

since limk_oo zk = z., and thus limk_oo IIZk-1 - zkll = 0. It follows that
lim II zk+ 1
k ..... oo

-

zkll =

lim
1; ..... 00

Ilzk -

zkll.
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On the other hand, taking limit infimums on both sides of (4.2), we have that

0= lim IIZ k+1

_

zkll2 _ lim IIzk _ zkll2

k-+oo

which contradicts I = limk-+oo Gk(zk)

~. _ "(2(3
8Jl

1.-+00

> O. Hence, limk-+oo Gk(zk)

= 0 and the

result follows . •
With Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4, we can establish the existence a subsequence,

({x k , 7I"k)hEIC*, such that every accumulation point ofthis subsequence is optimal
to (Q)/(D).

Theorem 4.6. Let {(xk,7I"k)}k=1 denote the sequence of iterates generated by
the inexact primal-dual subgradient method. Suppose that assumptions C1-C6
llOld .

.Q1 f is continuous and X is a compact convex set.
C2 {fdk=l are convex, continuous and uniformly bounded fl"Om below on X.
epi

C3!k -tf.

C4 {.fk(:rk)}kEIC
C5

{d k

}r;l is

-t

whenever

f(x)

a bounded

{xkhEIC

-t

X.

sequence.

C6 0 < j3 :::; Ak

:::;

Ii: in addition,

{7rk}~l is bounded, then there exists an index set K,'" such that

1, V k.

evel·.Y accumulation point of {(xk,7r k )hEIC. is optimal to (Q)/(D).

Proof. From Lemma 4.5, there exists an index set K,"', such that
lim G( xk , 7I"k)
kEIC·
If J( ~ 1(* such that {(xk,7r k )hEIC

-t

= O.

(x,rr) E Z, it follows from Lemma 4.4 that

Hence, the result follows from Lemma 4.1. •
In the next section, we replace the assumption of epi-convergence with an
assumption of epigraphical nesting, under which we study the limiting behavior
of the gap approximations.
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4.3 Asymptotic Results with Epigraphically Nested Approximations
In this section, we investigate the inexact primal-dual subgradient method
under conditions that are less stringent than those imposed by the theory of
epi-convergence. We start with the following assumptions.
Assumptions

f

Dl

is continuous and X is a compact convex set.

D2 {fk}k:l are convex, continuous and uniformly bounded from below on X.
D3 limkEK h(u k ) $ f(x) whenever {ukhEK --. X, V x E X.
D4 Udxk)hEK --. f(x)
D5 {d

k

} k: 1

D6 )..k ;::: 0,

whenever

{xkhEK --. X.

is a bounded sequence.

{)..dk

-~ 0,

and

L:k)..k

= 00.

We note that the assumptions are the same as CI-C6 except D3 and D6. D6
together with the remaining assumptions ensure that

Sk ;:::

0,

Sk --.

0, (a require-

ment in Lemma 3.2). In D4, we assume that the objective function approxima.tions,

Lh }k'~=1

satisfy a special form of epigraphical nesting property. We note

that epigraphical nesting provides a substantial relaxation of the requirements of
epi-col1vergence. Nonetheless, a result similar to Lemma 4.3, which is critical to
proving Theorem 4.6, can be established with this weaker requirement.
Lemma 4.7. Let {jfk}k:l denote any non-negative sequence of points ill 'R.m,

r/

E m·gmill{ld.~·,7i"k) I x E X}. Suppose tlwt assumptions Dl and D31wld.

Dl

f is continuous and X is a compact convex set.

D3limkEK .h(u k ) $ f(x)
If, in addition,

then

whenever

{ukhEK --. x, V x E X.
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Proof. Suppose that there exists an index set, K, such that {7j-k heIC --. 7i' and
hi}keIC --. ii· Compactness of X ensures that ii E X. It follows from hypotheses
that

lim lk(ii k ,7j-k)

keIC

= keIC
lim {fk(yk) + 7j-k(Ayk = f(y) + 7j-(Ay - b)

b)}

=1(y,7i').
Additionally, let x be any point in X and {uk heIC --. x. It follows from D3 that
lim l k(uk, 7i'k)

keIC

= keIC
lim {!k( uk) + 7j-k(Au k :5 f(x) + 7j-(Ax - b)

b)}

= l(x, 7j-).
This implies that epi {l(., 7i')}

s;; limkeIC epi {lk( ., 7j-k)}. Since

it follows that fj E argmin{l(x,7T)

I x E X}

(See Higle and Sen [1992], Theorem

5). Therefore,

lim Lk( 7i'k)

keIC

•

= L( 7j-).

The following lemma reflects the limiting behavior of the gap approximations, as in Lemma 4.4.

Lemma 4.8. Let {(xk,7T k )}k:l denote any sequence of points in Z, and

il E argmin{

h(X,7T k ) I x EX},

V k.

Suppose that assumptions Dl and D3 hold.
Dl

f

is continuous and X is a compact convex set.

D3limkeA.: fduk) :5 f(x)
If, in addition,

whenever

{ukheA.: --. x, V x E X.
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then

Proof. Let {(Xk, 1i'k)hex: --. (x, 1i'). It follows from Lemma 4.7 that

It. follows from our hypothesis that

lim, G'd :l,k, 1i'k)
kEK

= kex:
lim {h(i k ) -I- '"'( rrl~ -I- ed Max(ajx k ~

bj, 0) - Lk( rrk)}

I

= f(i) + L(rri + ed Max(ajx -

bj,O) - L(1i')

i

•

= G(i, 1i').
III the above lemma, if limk __ oo Gdxk, rrk)
that (i', 7i')

i~

= 0, it follows from Lemma 4.1

optimal to (Q)/(D). Next, we investigate the asymptotic behavior

of {G' k } ~ 1 at certain points of Z.
Lemma 4.9. Let i k E al'gminUdx)

I AI' :5

b, x E X}, and -n-k denote the dunl

multiplier ofA.ik :5 b associated with the problem of minimizing h. Suppose that
assumptions Dl and D3 hold.
Dl

f

is contiIJuous and X is a compact convex set.

D3limkex: h(u k )

:5 f(x) whenever

{Uk hex:

--. x, V x E X.

If, in adeli tiOIJ,

then

1·

kle~

G k (A:r,7l'A)

=

°

w henever

{x,
Ak 71'Ak } kex: --. (AX,7l'A) •
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Proof. Let {(S:k, -frk)hEK: -+ (x, -fr) E Z. Since

s:k

I Ax:::; b,

E argmin{fk{x)

x E X}

and -frk is the corresponding dual multiplier, it follows that

V k.

(4.3)

It follows from Lemma 4.8,

G(x, -fr)

= O.

(4.4 )

By definition,
(4.5)

It follows from D3 that
li~ fdS:)

:5 f{x).

( 4.6)

Our hyputhesis ensures that

(4.i)
It follows from (4.5) to (4.7) that

As a result,
lim fdS:)

kEK:

= f(x).

Next, let

rl

E argmin {iJ.. (x, -fr) I x EX}.

(4.8)
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Without loss of generality, suppose that {ykhEK: -+ y. Since LkCfi") = h(yk, IT),
it follows that

lim Lk(n-)
kEK.

= lim Ik(yk) + n-(Ayk - b)
kEK.
= lim Ik(yk) + frk(Ayk - b).
kEK:

It follows from (4.3) that, xk E argmin{ lk(x,n- k) I x E X}. It follows that
lim Lk(n-) ;::: lim Ik(X k) + n-k(Axk - b)
kEK.

kEK.

= lim Ldn-k).
kEK.

Since {ir k hEK. -+ n-, Lemma 4.7 ensures that
(4.9)

Since

o ~ Gd:f,n-) = hex) + 2)ir i + edMax{aix -

bi,O} - Lk(n-),

i

it follows from (4.8) and (4.9) that

o ~ kEK.
lim Ch:(.i·,n) ~ lin~ Gli(x,n) ~ I(x) + "'(iri + edMax{aix kEK.
~

bi,O} - L(ir)

I

= G(x,n).
Frolll (4.4). G( ;t·, ir)

= O.

Hence, limkEK. G Ii(:r, n)

= O. •

Our goal is to identify conditions such that limk-.oo Gdxk, 'Irk)

= 0, where

{( xk, 'Irk)} k: 1 is the sequence of iterates generated by the inexact primal-dual
subgradient method. In the following lemma, we investigate the consequences
that arise when this condition fails to be met.
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Lemma 4.10. Let {{X k , rrk)}~l denote the sequence of iterates generated in the
inexact primal-dual subgradient method. Suppose that assumptions Dl, D2, D5
and D6 hold.

Dl f is continuous and X is a compact convex set.
D2

Udr:l

are convex, continuous and uniformly bounded from below on X.

D5 {dkH~:1 is a bounded sequence.

J2Q Ak ~ 0,

{Ak} k ~ 0, and L:k Ak = 00.
If, in addition, {(xk, rrk)}r:l is bounded, there exists N <
k> N, Ildkll > 0, andlimk_ooGk(xk,rrk)

00

such that for all

=, > 0, then for any finite point

in Z, there exists an index set {tn}~=l' tn

(x,rr)

< t n+}, Vn such that
Vn > 0.

Proof. To ease our presentation, let zk = (x k , rrk) and 2 =

(x, rr).

It is sufficient

to show that V 8} > 0, and V N} > N, there exists k > N}, such that

We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that. for some 81 > 0, Nl > N, we have

Note that.

Ilzk+1 -

2112

~ IIzk - sk dk -

EII2

= IIzk - 2112 + sflldkll2 + 2Skd k(2 .
B y defi 111.tlOn,

Sinc(, A,,and thus

~

Sk

Gk(zk)
\ 'jjd'kjj2'
= A/.·
an d Gk

zk).

. convex. ThUS,

IS

0, we assume without loss of generality that for all k > N}, Ak

~

1,
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This implies that

Since {d kJk<;:l is bounded, there exists J1.
hypothesis, there exists N 2 ,

> 0 such that IIdk ll 2 < J1. for all k. By
Nl < N2 < 00 such that Gk{zk) > j for all k ? N 2 •

Thus,

n

=?

L Il z

n

N

2+

i

-

zll2 - IIz

Nd

i+1 -

zl12 ?

i=O

?'Y 61

L

-J1.

i=O

>'Ndi

V n ? O.

This yields a contradiction between the boundedness of {zk}k::l and D6 . •
In the following theorem, we identify conditions under which a subsequence
of the iterates, {(xk, 7r k)} k::1 generated by the inexact primal-dual subgradient
method may lead to an optimal solution of (Q)/(D).
Theorem 4.11.

Let {(xk,7r k )}k::1 denote tflesequenceofiteratesgenerated by

the primal-dual subgradient method,

yk E argmin{h(x, 7r k )

I x EX},

5/ E argminUdx)

I Ax ::; b,

x EX},

and -ITk denote tile dual multiplier of Aik ::; b, in the problem of minimiziIlg'

.h.

Suppose that Dl-D3, D4'(see below), D5, D6 hold.
Dl

f

D2

Ud~l are convex, continuous

is continuous and X is a compact convex set.

D3limkEK fduk) ::; f(x)
D4' For (uk,u)

and uniformly bounded from below on X.

whenever

{ukhE,oc -. x, V x E X.

= (xk,x),(yk,y),(ik,x),

D5 {d k } k:: 1 is a bounded sequence.
D6 Ak ? 0,

{Ad k -. 0,

and

L:k >'k

= 00.

Ii; in addition, there exists an unique (x*,7r·) E Z such that G(x·,7r·)

= 0,
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{(X k,7I'k)}r:1 and {(xk,7i"k)}r:1 are bounded, then there exists a subsequence

indexed by IC* such that {(xk,7I'k)hex:*

-+

(Q)/(D). Furthermore, if there exists N <
then {xk}r:1

-+

(x*,7I'*), the optimal solution of

00

such that Axk :5 b, V k ;::: N,

x*.

Proof. We first show that limk ..... oo Gk(X k, 71'k) = 0 by considering two cases
according to the limiting behavior of the sub gradient approximations {d k } ~ I'
Case 1. Suppose that limk ..... oo IIdkll = O. Then, there exists an index set IC such
that limkeK IId k II = O. It follows from the convexity of Gk, and the boundedness
of {(xk,7I'k)} and {(xk,7l- k )} that
Gk(xk,7I'k)

:::} 0

+ dk [(xk,7l-k) -

(xk,7I'k)] :5 Gk(x k,7l- k)

:5 lim Gdxk, 71'k) :5 lim Gk(X k, 7l- k).
kEK

By definition, Gk(X k, 7l- k)

keK

= 0, and thus
lim Gk(xk, 71'k) = O.
k-oo

Case 2. Suppose that limk_oo IIdkll > O. Then, there exists N

IIdkll > 0, VI.: > N. We will show that limk_oo Gk(xk,7I'k)
Suppose that limk_oo G dxk, 1I"k)

<

00

such that

= 0 by contradiction.

> O. Let Cr*, 71'*) denote the optimal solution to

(Q)/(D). Lemma 4.10 ensures that there exists an index set IC such that

0< lim G k(:rk,1I"k):5 lim Gk(:r k,1I"k):5 lim 2Gk(X*,7I'*)
k-oo
keK
keK

(4.11 )

On the other hand, since G k( xk, 7l- k) = 0, Lemma 4.8 ensures that every accumulation point of {(xk, 7l- k)}r:1 is optimal, and thus it follows from our assumption of
a unique optimal solution that {(xk, 7l- k)hEK
4.9, we have limkeK G k( x*, 71'*)

-+

(x*, 71'*). Hence applying Lemma

= 0 which contradicts (4.11).

Hence, in both cases limk_oo G k( xk , 1I"k)

= 0, and it follows from

Lemma

4.1 and 4.8 that there exists a index set IC* such that every accumulation point of
{(.r k. 1I"k) heK' is optimal to (Q)/(D). Again, our assumption of a unique solution
ensures that {( xk, 71'k) heK'

-+

(x*, 71'*).
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In addition, if there exists N such that Axk ~ b, V k ;::: N, we have that

V k? N,
where X'

=

{x E X

I Ax

~ b} and

e E 8fk(X k ). Thus, for all k > N, the

generation of the primal iterate, xk, coincides with the basic inexact subgradient
algorithm in §3.1. We verify the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2 in the following. Assumptions AI-A5 are satisfied, Sk ;::: 0, and Sk

--t

O. Since fk is convex, we have

that
Vk>N.

r, the optimal value of( Q), while D4' ensures
= f(x*) = r. It follows that

D3 ensures that limkEIC. fk(X*)
that limA·EA:. h(x

k

)

~

The last. equality is ensured by assumption D5. It follows from Lemma 3.2 that.
every accumulation point of {x k }k:l is optimal.

{xk}k:l

-t

Our hypothesis ensures the

J:* . •

In the next section, we apply the inexact primal-dual subgradient method
to solw' a stochastic lineal' program with recourse.
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4.4 Application to the Solution of Stochastic Linear Programs
In this section, we will discuss how the inexact primal-dmil subgradient method
can be used to develop a statistically motivated method for the solution of a two
stage stochastic linear program with recourse (SLPR). As in Chapter 3, we assume
that SLPR satisfies the complete recourse property, and thus

f

is continuous. A

sequence of objective function approximations, {!k }k:l is specified using the types
of approximations derived within a stochastic decomposition (SD) algorithm (see
Higle and Sen [1991a]).
Inexact Primal-Dual

Sub~radient

Method

with SD type of Approximations (IPDSD)
St.ep O. Initialize k
Step 1. k

t-

k

t-

0, n

0, {8n}~=) ~ 0, VI = <p, (xl,7I'1), v) and

t-

+ 1. Let

yk E argmin{lk{x, 71'k)

Step 2. Specify

(x,

rr l.

Ix

E X},

L~k

=

• 1r!' )

IId k ll 2

,

i/ E argmin{fk{x) I Ax

and

~ b, x EX}.

IJH 1 (.).

Let d A' E Bed .r", 71'k). If d k = 0, let Sk
(h ( l' k

/J.

(.r, rr)

= Pz

{

I.

= 0; otherwise let

I.

(.1''', 71'~)

I. }

-

s"d~

.

a) Generate (.,i+ 1 .

b) For
L(-'t

1/

c) For

11
t-

11

= yk,i· k, solve ).(U,Wk+l) E argmax { ).(Wk+l - Tu)

VA'

I )'w ~ g

U {>.(yk,Wk+l), ).(xk,wk+l)}.

= yk,i· k , t = 1, ... , k + 1, solve
).(11)7+1 E argmax {).(w t - Tu)

I ). E ii}.

+ ,B{u)zt~x == ktl E~'!; ).(u)~+I(wt e) vk+](x) = ex + Max{a(u)~t~ + ,B(u)~t~x I u = yk,xk}.
d) For

11

}.

= yk,xk, let a{lI)Zt~

Step 3. Specify (a·k+I, 71'k+1 ).

If 111k+I(yk) - fk(yk)1 < 8n

and

111k+l(i k ) - !k(xk)1

< 8n ,

then

Tx),
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n 4-- n

+ 1, kn

4-- k

and

(xHt,7l'Hl) 4-- (x,*);

otherwise (xHl,7l'Hl) 4-- (xk,7l'k).
Step 4. Specify

[,..-!-1.

a) Solve A(XH1,W k+1) E argmax { A(w Hl - TxHl)
Let VHl 4-- V U {A(X H1 ,W H1 )}.

I AW:5 9

}.

b) For t = 1, ... , k + 1, solve A(xHI )f+l E argmax {A(W t - TxHl) I A E Vk+l } .
H1 )k+l X = _1_ "HI A(X k+1)k+1(w t - Tx)
c) Let a(xk+1)k+1
k+l + [3(X
k+l - k+l L...t=1
t
•
d) For u = xHl,yk,xk, and t = 1, ... ,k, let

a(1/.)~·+1 4-- k!la(u)~+ktlA(U)zt~wk+l,

e) .f'k+l(;Z;)

{3(u)~+14-- k!l[3(u)f-k~lA(U)~t~T.

= ex + Max{a(u)~+l +{3(u)~+lx I U = xk+l,yk,xk,t = 1, ... ,k + I}.

Repeat from Step 1.
The objective function approximation fk+l is defined as a convex piecewise
linear function. The superscript of {a( u), {3( u)} represents the index of the next
itera.tion, the subscript denotes the iteration at which the cuts are first generated,
a.nd the notation u represents the point (:f;k, yk, xk+ I) at which the cut is derived.
In Step 2b and 4a, dual subproblems are solved exactly at the sample point wk+ I
allel

.r", y~', :l'k+!

to update the collection of dual extreme points. In Step 2c and

4b, under the collection, the subproblems are 'solved' at these points and {Wi }~;·l.
In Step 2d and 4c, the average of the aggregated objectives are used to define the
cuts {a:,[3}zt:. As a result, the cuts will be more accurate at these points as the
sample size of {Wl}~;ll increases. Since the cuts {a,[3}~t~ at yk and xk are used
to define .rk+! in the test of Step 3, we derive the cut at x H1 in Step 4a-4(' instead
of Step 2b-2d.
In iteration k, we perform the test

in Step 3. If the test is satisfied, we let A: n

= A', and thus
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As the process continues, the iterates will remain Wlchanged until the index kn+l
is identified in Step 3. Thus,

As a result,

This method extracts a subsequence using the test in Step 3. We caution that
the identification of the subsequence indexed by {kn}~=l depends on the input
parameters {6 n } ~l' Within this subsequence, we will ensure that the conditions
in Theorem 4.11 are satisfied in the following proposition using results from Higle
and Sen [1991a] (summarized in Proposition 2.3).
Proposition 4.12. In SLPR, if
· the feasible region of the recourse dual subproblem is a compact convex polylJedral set,
· X is

H

n is a compact,
2:1.: Ak = 00.

compact. convex set and

{Ad k - t 0,

• Ak ;:::: 0,

and

· {(;£Ok", rrkll )}~=1 and {(x kn , 7fk n )}~=1 are bounded, where *k is the dual multi-

plier of' Ar'"

::; b associated with

the problem of minimizing

h,

all k,

· there i!:i a unique (:r*,7f*) such that G(x*,7f*) = 0,
then with pJ'Obability one, there exists an index set

N'" such that

the optimal solution of the primal and dual problem of SLPR. Furthermore,

{x kn }~=1

-t

x'" (wpl).

Proof: Let {( x· k , 7fk)} r;l denote the sequence of iterates generated by the inexact
primal-dual subgradient method with SD type of approximations,
yk E argmin{ldx,7f k )

Ix

EX},

xk

E argminUdx)

I Ax

::; b, x EX}.
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It is sufficient to show that with probability one, 01-03, 04', 05, and 06 of

Theorem 4.11 are satisfied within the subsequence identified in Step 3.
D 1 f is continuous and X is a compact convex set.
D2 Uk}r:l are convex, continuous and uniformly bounded from below on X.

ill limkeK:!k(U k) ~ f(x) whenever {ukheK:
P4' For (uk,u) = (xk,x),(yk,ii),(xk,x),

-+

x, V x E X.

D5 {d k } r; J is a bounded sequence.

{Ak}" -+ 0, and Ek Ak = 00.
From our hypotheses, Dl and D6 are satisfied. D2 is satisfied since !k is a
D6 A" ~ 0,

piecewise linear convex function. D3 follows from Proposition 2.3. It follows from
Theorem 2 in Higle and Sen [1991a] that

Uk+J (y") heK -+ fUn

whenever

{ykheK:

-+

ii,

wp1,

(4,120)

Lh'+J(i''')heK

whenever

{XkheK

-+

x,

wpl.

(4.l2b)

-+

f(5:)

As a simple extension of Theorem 3 in Higle and Sen [1991aJ (see Proposition
2.3), there exists an index set

ie such

that

By hypothesis, for k sufficiently large, fk+l (yk)
lJk+J(x"). It follows that there exists N

ie, and
and

thus

<

00

=

lJk+l (yk) and fk+l (x")

=

such that the index set {kn}n>N ~
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It follows from (4.12) that

Hence, with probability one, D4' is satisfied on the subsequence index by {kn}~=l'
Finally, let ~k denote a subgradient of fk at

xk.

Since ~k is a convex combination

of c - )"T, where).. belongs to the dual feasible region of the recourse subproblem,
our hypothesis ensure that {e} is bounded. It follows from

and our hypotheses that {d k } ~ 1 is bounded, and thus D5 is satisfied.

The

optimality result now follows from Theorem 4.11. •
We identify conditions to ensure that inexact primal-dual subgradient
method with SD type of approximations will lead to a solution of a SLPR.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we established asymptotic optimality for the inexact primal-dual
subgradient method under the assumption of both epi-convergence and a form
of epigraphical nesting.

Using the functional approximations similar to those

derived in stochastic decomposition, an inexact primal-dual subgradient method
is derived to solve a two stage stochastic linear program with recourse. Note that

Hk and Lk provide upper and lower bounds for the optimal value of
may find that the optimal value

1*

ik.

One

(if known) lies outside the range [Hk' LkJ.

especially in the early stages of the process. Nevertheless, the gap approximation

Gk estimates the gap, G and defines the steplength

Sk.

If Gk(X k, rrk) is close to

zero, we expect G to be small, and thus Gk can be used as a criterion to suggest
optimali ty.
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CHAPTER 5
SPACE DILATION IN INEXACT SUBGRADIENT METHODS
5.0 Introduction
In chapters 3 and 4, the improvements in the choice of steplengths cannot significantly accelerate convergence if at each iteration the subgradient direction is
almost orthogonal to the direction towards the minimum (optimal direction). In
this chapter, we will adapt the method of space dilation for subgradient optimization presented in Shor [1985] (see §2.5), which reduces at subsequent iterations
the components of the subgradient parallel to the previous sub gradients. In §5.1.
we const.ruct a basic iterative process with space dilation and establish conditions
under which exact subgradient evaluations within the process can lead to optimality. In §5.2, we explore the situation when the exact subgradient is replaced
by a sllbgradient of an objective function approximation, taken from an epigraphieal nesting property. In other words, we will incorporate space dilations within
inexact slIbgradient. methods. In §5.3, we present our conclusions.
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5.1 Basic Iterative Process
We start with a basic iterative process with space dilation and provide an asymptotic analysis. Recall from §2.5 that if (3

~

0 is a scalar and d E

nn, then R((3, d)

is a space dilation operator along the direction d with coefficient

(3.

Basic Iterative Process
Step O. k - O.

xl, E},E2

> 0, 0 <

El

:5

:5

(31

E2

< l,B1

=I

are given.

Step 1. h' - k + 1.
Step 2. Specify

e.

If ~k = 0, let Sk = 0 and d k = OJ
otherwise specify Sk and let d k
Step 3..1:"+1 = xk - skBkd k.
Step 4. Specify 0 <

E}

:5 (3k :5

BTCe)
= IIBhek)II'

E2

< 1. Bk+l

= Bk R ((3k, d k).

Repeat from Step 1.
In the above process, we note that {(k}k~) is a sequence of unspecified
poiuts. If

e is non-~ero\ the iterate is defined via
X

where

13k

k+1

--

xk -

k

SkBkd ,

is a steplength and dk is a perturbed direction. With additional require-

ments, we establish the following limiting result.
Lemma 5.1.

Let x* denote any point, aIld {xk}~) be the sequence of iterates

generated by the basic iterative process. If
x* )}~l and {xk}~l are bounded,

· {B;I (x k

-

'Sk:2::0,

{Sdk-+O,

· there exists N < 00 such that lI(k II > 0 for all k ~ N,
· limk_oo d k (B;I (x k - x*») :2:: 0,
then

lim dk (B;)(xk - x·»)
k-oo

= O.
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Proof. To ease our presentation, let zk

= BkI (x k -

x*) and O:k

= Jk

> 1.

It follows from Proposition 2.4 that the inverse of the space dilation operator
R(fh, d k ) is R(O:k, d k ). In Step 4, Bk+I = BkR((3k, d k ) implies that

Thus,

Ilz k +Il1 2= IIBk~l (Xk+l _ X*)1I2
= IIR(O:k,dk)B;l(xk -

= IIR(O:k' dk)(zk For all:z' E

skBkd k -

x*)112

V k? N

sk dk )11 2 •

nn, R(a:k,dk)(x) = x + (a:k -

1)(xd k )d k and

IIdkll = 1 for

all k, and

thus it follows that

II Z k+1112 = IIzk = Ilzk = Ilzk +

skd k

+
+

(a:k - 1) ((zk - skdk)d k ) d k ll 2

Vk

2: .N

(a:k - 1)(z kd k )d k - (O:k - 1)Skd k 11 2
(O:k - 1)(z kd k )d k - O:kSkdkll2.
skd k

Expanding the right hand side, we have

Il zk+ 1 11 2 = IIzkl12 + o:~s~ +

(O:k - 1)2(zkcJk)2

+

2(a:k - 1)(z kdk )2

- 2a:kSdz kdk ) - 2a:k(a:k -1)Sk(z kd k )
= IIz kl12 + o:~s~ + (o:~ _1)(z kd k )2 - 2o:~sdzkdk)
Since

V k 2: N

nisi 2: 0, it follows that
II Z k+ 1 112 ? IIzkl12 +

:::} II Z k+ 1 1l2 - IIz k l12 ?
It follows from 0 <

fl ::;

(o:~ Ih ::;

(a:~ - 1)(z kd k f--- 2O:~Sk(zkdk)

k
k
1)(z d k ) {(zkd ) - 2
t:2

o:t~ 1 Sk }

< 1 in Step 4, and a:k

= Jk

that

Vk ?

.{\5..2)
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We will show that
'1'/

2:: O. Suppose that

'1'/

'1'/

= limk_oo(zkdk) = 0 by contradiction.

> O. Since {Sk} k - t 0, there exists N l , N < Nl < 00 such

that
an d
With a~ 2::

By hypothesis,

f; > 1, (5.2)

Sk <

E~(1-E~)(TJ)
2
-8
E2

becomes

2

It follows that
N1+n

L

N1+n

II

z k+

1

112 - II ll2 2::
zk

k=N 1

L

(E~

k=N 1

2

-

1)~

2

1

TJ2

=> IIZ NI+TI+11l2 -IIZ N I1I 2 2:: (n + 1)( 2' -1)-8

\:j

n 2:: O.

€2

This yields a conflict with the boundeclness of {zk} r;l'

•

Next, we consider an unconstrained problem,
Min

j(a:)

sit

x E nil,

( U)

of which the optimal value exists and is finite. In the following result, We apply
the basic iterative process to solve (U) by defining the ~k in Step 2 as a subgradient
of j at

a: k .

Theorem 5.2.

Let x* denote an optimal solution of (U), and {xk}r;) be the

sequence of iterates generated by the basic iterative process. If

. {IIBf(e)IUr;l'
'Sk~O,

.f

{Bkl(xk - x*)}r;} and {xk}r;} are bounded,

{Sdk-tO,

is convex, bounded and ~k E 8 j( xk)

then there exists either k <
indexed by /C* such that

00

\:j

1.\

such that xi.: is optimal to (U), or a subsequence
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Proof. We consider two cases in our analysis.
Case 1. Suppose that there exists

k<

00

such that ek = O. Since

f is convex, it

follows that

f(x) ~ f(x k) + ek(xk - x)

V x,

and thus xk is optimal to (U).
Case 2. Suppose that
liB: ~ek)1I B[(e

k

e

i-

k

0 for all k. It follows from Step 2 that d k

for all k, and thus,

),

= IIBl~ek)11 Bne) (B;;l(xk -

k
d (B;l(xk - x*))

= IIB[(ek)II'"
1
tk( k
x Since

=

.f is convex and x* is
k
d (B;l(xk - x*))

The boullcledlless of
that IIBn~k)11 <

J.L

x

x*))

*)

Vk

.

an optimal solution, it follows that

~ IIBl~ek)11

[f(.l:k) - f(x*)]

{II Bn ek ) II} k: 1 implies that

~0

there exists

V ~~.
J.L,

0

< J.L < 00 such

for all k. Hence,

d k (B;l(xk - x"))

~

..!. [J(xk) - f(x*)]

~0

J.L

::} lim d k (B;l(xk - x*))
k-oo

~

lim ..!. [f(x k) - f(x*)]
k-oo

11,

~a

I t follow:; from Lemma 5.1 that

0= lim d kB;l(xk - x*)
k-oo

::} lim f(x k )

-

~

lim..!. [J(xk) - f(x*)]
k-oo J.L

~a

f(x").

k-oo

Hence, there exists an index set K,* such that

•
The algorithm suggested in Theorem 5.2 uses exact subgradients of f. We
note that it belongs to the family of subgradient methods with space dilations
described in §2.5. In the next section, we will use a subgradient of an objective
approximation to define the direction in the basic iterative process and establish
a similar limiting result.
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5.2 Inexact Subgradient Methods with Space Dilations
In this section, We consider cases in which the function and subgradient evaluations of

f

become complicated. We generate a sequence of objective function

approximations, Uk }r:l' and use their subgradients to define the directions in
the basic iterative process, thus leading to inexact subgradient algorithm with
space dilations.
We precede our analysis with the following assumptions associated with
the basic iterative process.
Assumptions

El {IIB[(~k)II}r:)l {B;;l(xk - x*)}r:l and {Xk}r:l are bounded.
E2sk;::O,

{Sdk~O.

E3 {fd~J are convex, uniformly bounded and ~k E 8h(x k ).
E4limJ.0_= fdx)

~

'V x E nn.

f(x)

E5 Udxk)hEK ~ f(x)

whenever

{xkhEK ~ x.

EI-E2 appeared in the hypotheses of Theorem 5.2. In E4, we impose a type

of epigraphical nesting property on {h }r:I' In E5, We also assume that {h }~I
is asymptotically accurate as the iterates accumulate. Under assumptions E3-E5,
we establish the following asymptotic results

Lemma 5.3.

011 Uk }k:l'

Let x* be an optimal solution of (U), and {xk}~l denote the

sequence of iterates generated by the basic iterative process. Suppose that assumptions E3-E5 hold.

E3 {h }~l are convex, uniformly bounded and ~k E 8fk(x k ).
E4limk_oo fdx)

~

'V x E nn.

f(x)

E5 {fdxk)hEK ~ f{x)

whenever

{xkhEK ~

X.

If, in addition, {xk}~l is bounded, then
lim fk(X k )
k ..... oo

-

h(x*) ;:: O.
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Proof. Without loss of generality, let Ie be an index set such that

It follows from E4-E5 that

lim Jk(X k) - Jk(X")

k-oo

= J(x) -

lim Jk(X")

kEIC

2: J(x) - lim Jk(X")
k-oo

2: J(x) - J(x") 2:

•

o.

With Lemma 5.3, we show that the algorithm leads to an optimal solution
in the following theorem.
Let x· be an optimal solution of (U), and {xkH~:l denote the

Theorem 5.4.

sequence of' the iterates generated by the basic iterative process. Suppose that
assumptions E1-E5 hold.
E1 {IIB[(e)IDk::l' {B;l(xk - X·)}k::l and {Xk}k::l are bounded.

E2

s~,

2:: 0,

{sd

~

O.

E3 {.fdk::l are convex, uniformly bounded and

E41imk_oo

.h(.1~) ::;

evel:)'

()Jk(X k ).

V x E nn.

f(x)

E5 {,1'k(.r"'l}kEK ~ fUi')

Ii: in aclcli tiol1,

eE

whenever

{xkhEK

~

x.

{.l~k} f,;, 1 is bounded, then there exists an index set K* sucll tha t

accumulation point of {xk} kEIC' is optimal to (U).

Proof. We consider two cases according to the limiting behavior of {~k} k::l .
Case 1, Suppose that there exists an index set Ie* such that 1imkEIC' lI~k II

Let K c K* such that {x hEIC ~
k

x.

Since

!k

is convex, it follows that

Since {e} kEK ~ 0, assumptions E4-E5 ensure that

= O.
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and the result follows.
Case 2: Suppose that there exists N

00

such that

lIekll > 0 for

= IIBr~~II)1I B'{(e k ), for all k ~ N.

follows from Step 2 that d k

k

<

k

d (Bk'l{x - x·))

= IIBr~ek)IIBne) (B;;l(xk = IIBf(ek)II"
1
Ck( k . )
x - x

all k ~ N. It

Thus,

x·))
Vk >N
-

•

Since fk is convex, it follows that

k

d (B;;l(xk - x·))

~ IIBr~ek)1I

k
[Jk{X ) - fk{X·)]

Vk~N.

The boundedness of {IIBk(ek)ll}~l implies that there exists Il, 0 < Il <

00

such

that IIBr(ek)11 < Il for all ~~. Thus
d k (Bk'l(X k - x*))

~ ~ [fk(X k ) - fk(X·)]

Vk

Il

~ N.

It follows from Lemma 5.3 that
lim d k (Bk'l(X k - x·))

k~oo

~~

lim fk{X k ) - fk(x·)

Pk~oo

~ O.

From Lemma 5.1, we have that
lim d k (Bk'l(x k - ,'1:.))

= 0,

k~oo

l:tlld thus.
lim fdxk) - fk(X·)
k ..... oo

= O.

It follows that there exists an index set K,. such that

lim fdxk) - fk(x·) = O.

kelC

If K ~ K.* alld {x k hex: --.

x,

O

it follows from assumptions E4-E5 that

Hence, the result follows . •
Inexact subgradient methods with space dilations inherit the limiting optimality of the algorithm with exact subgradient evaluations presented in §5.1.
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5.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, we use space dilations to develop a bask iterative process. We
identify conditions under which exact and inexact subgradient evaluations within
the basic iterative process can lead to an optimal solution of (U).
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CHAPTER 6
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
6.0 Introduction
In this chapter, we discuss the results of our initial computational experimentation
of our algorithms, IXSSD (§3.3) and IPDSD (§4.4), in the solution of two stage
stochastic linear programs with recourse. In §6.1, we discuss our implementational
concerns. In §6.2, we briefly describe the test problems. In §6.3, we discuss the
computational results. In §6.4, we offer conclusions for this dissertation.

6.1 Implementational Concerns
The algorithms, IXSSD and IPDSD, are implemented using the C programming language on Sun Sparc station 1+, and CPLEX linear optimizer to
solve the associated linear programs. The projection operation in IXSSD is implemented by ZQPCVX algorithm written in Fortran (Powell [1989]). For each
test problem (See §6.2), we use 30 independent replications with the same input
parameters but different initial seeds for random numbers which are generated
by Paul Sanchez's RNG routine. The input parameters are simply chosen in a
convenient fashion. In IXSSD, we let the step coefficient, Ak

= t,

V ,,~, while in

IPDSD, we let Ak = 1~.5. It follows that the hypotheses on {>.k }k::l in Proposition
3.7 and 4.12 are satisfied. In addition, in IPDSD, we recall that {8dk::l is used
to decide whether a new point is generated via the projection operation and
a parameter for the definition of Hk • We let bk = l~O and

/OJ

f

is

= 0.01 , 1 ~ i ~ n.

The multiples, 10.5 in Ak and 100 in 15k, are heuristically chosen in specifying Ak
and Dk so that larger steps and projection operations are allowed in earlier stages.
''''hen running the algorithms, termination is not permitted until at least 30
iterations are completed and no more than 400 iterations are allowed. The bound
,t'k(.z·k) - fk ill IXSSD, and the gap G k(xk, 7f'k) in IPDSD, are point estimates of the

error bound, f( 3.: k ) procedure.

1*, and thus provide preliminary criteria in our termination
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6.1.1 Termination Procedure
There are two major tests in our termination procedure.

1st Test. In each iteration, we first test if bounds, h.(x k) -

ik

in IXSSD and

Gk(xk,rr k ) IPDSD, are sufficiently small, that is

tolerance

=

0.05. If this test is satisfied, we will proceed to the second test;

otherwise we will continue the iterative processes.

2nd Test.. In the second test, we obtain the variability of /k(xk) -Ik using a stat.ist.icRl pro('edure derived by Higle and Sen (1991b]. In particular, we generate
multiple observations of the bound, h(x k) -

Jk

using the bootstrap procedure

(Efron [1979]) which involves resampling the observations {W t Jr=1 (with replacement).
In the ph iteration, we let {aJ(u),.Bj(U)}jE,'T be the collection of cut.s
'tight' at x~·. We recall that j is the iterat.ion at which the cut was first derived
using j observations of w, and

U

indicates the point with which the cut is associ-

ated. A cut is referred to as 'tight.' at

xk

if

After resampling the Ie observations of w, M samples, denoted by {Sm}~!=I' are
obtained. For each

111"

we evaluate

ajm(U) + fijm(u)x ==

~

L

rr7(u)(w' - Tx)

tES",

Letting

and

i:n = Min{im(x) I x EX},

j:::; k, t :::; j.
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X is the feasible set, the collection {jm(X k ) - j::a}~=l provides M estimates of

f(x k )

-

r. If a sufficient fraction of these estimates are close to zero, we infer

that f( xk) -

r

is acceptably small and terminate the algorithm. We use M = 30

as the bootstrap sample size and terminate the algorithm as soon as 90% of the
estimated error bounds are smaller than the bootstrap tolerance (= 0.05). Of
course, if both tests are not satisfied within 400 iterations, we will terminate the
process as well.

6.1.2 Errors in Estimation
Upon termination, we consider two types of error. Letting

l{

denote the terminal

iteration, we note that /Jdxl\') is a statistical estimate of f(x l (), and thus is
subject to error. Furthermore, xl\" may not be optimal, so that f(x/\') and

1'*

may differ. Specifically, the errors are defined as follows:
Errol' in Obj. Estimate =
•

.

DevmtlOn from Opt.

=

1

fI<!x;~~I()(x/() 1

[(x/()-r
1

r

I·

We use the Evaluator routine written by R. Odio [1990] for the evaluation
of f(x k ). This is done by using the sample mean of a large number of iid observations of h( J' k, w). The size of the sample is chosen so that the width of the 95%
confidence interval for E[h(x k , w)] is within 0.2% of the sample mean. The value

.f*

can be obtained by the L-shaped method of Van Slyke and Wets [1969].
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6.2 Test Problems
To test and evaluate the performance of both algorithms, we run several test
problems, SCRS8, SCAGR7, PGP2 and CEPl. SCRS8 and SCAGR7 are two
stage versions of the multistage problems described in Ho and Loute [1981] and
Birge [1985]. The descriptions of PGP2 and CEPI and their associated data are
given by Higle, sen and Yakowitz [1990].
We briefly describe the problems as follows:
SCRS8 is a dynamic energy model for the transition from fossil fuel to renewable
energy resources. The model uses estimates of the remaining quantities of domestic oil and gas resources as well as technical and environmental feasibility of new
methods for synthetic fuel production.
SCAGR7 is a dairy farm expansion planning model, used to maintain a profit
maximizing livestock mix by determining crop acreage, feed purchases, and newborn cattle disposition.
PGP2 is a power generation planning model used to determine the capacities of
various types of generators required to ensure that demand for electrical pow·;r is
met. Total expansion cost in this problem is constrained by a fixed budget.
CEP1 is a capacity planning model for manufacturing plant in which several parts
are produced on several machines.

In table 6.1 below, we summarize characteristics of the test problems. The
table reports dimensions of the first and second stage problems and the dimension
of the random components.
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SCRS8

SCAGR7

PGP2

CEPI

1st Stage
Rows
Columns

29
37

16
20

3
4

10
8

29
38
3
8

39
102
3
8

8
23
3
729

8
15
3
343

2nd Stage

#

Rows
Columns
# of r.v. 's
of possible outcomes

Table 6.1: Test Problem Characteristics

Each problem satisfies the requirements:
. the feasible region of the recourse dual subproblem is a compact convex polyhedral set .
. X is a compact convex set and

n is a compact set.

We note that in Proposition 3.3, all of the assumptions are satisfied, while
in Proposition 4.12, assumptions such as boundedness of sequences of points cannot be verified.

6.3 Computational Results
In this section, we discuss some preliminary computational results of the
algorithms, IXSSD and IPDSD, for each test problem presented in §6.2.
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6.3.1 Runs of IXSSD

'jj:(;;t, for the first test of the ter10

In IXSSD, we use the bound ratio,

-

mination procedure. We recall the definitions of the errors we evaluated:
Error in Obj. Estimate = I'K(x~tR)(xK) I
Deviation from Opt.

= I [(X~~-r I.

For each test problem, we run the algorithm 30 times. The averaged terminal iteration, bound ratio, the errors as well as their standard deviations (in parentheses)
are summarized in the following table.

Terminal
iteration

Bound
ratio

Error in
obj. est.

Deviation
from opt.

SCRSS

30
(0.0)

0.0
(0.0)

0.0135
(0.010536)

0.017344
(0.020199)

*SCAGR7

60.3
(69.644023)

0.00065
(0.0)

0.000063
(0.0)

0.000667
(0.0)

PGP2

34.87
(9.383496)

0.009807
(0.000616)

0.045663
(0.050428)

0.053424
(0.06109)

*CEP1

193.23
(184.22038)

0.05213
(0.031305)

0.102626
(0.087966)

0.081498
(0.102299)

Table 6.2: Performance Characteristics for IXSSD
0.0: the value is smaller that 10- 6 •
*: some runs are terminated at the 400th iteration.
In SCRS8, we note that the average terminal iteration is 30 with standard
deviation 0, while in CEPl, terminal iteration is 193.23 with standard deviation
184.22038. Among the test problems, we note that SCAGR7 has the smallest error in objective estimate and deviation from optimality. We note that the bound
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ratios in SCRS8, SCAGR7 and PGP2, are smaller than the deviation from optimality, although we verified in Chapter 3 that these bounds would overestimated
the deviation from optimality in the long run. This situation is not surprising,
since there is also error in the estimated objective values within our maximum
number of iterations.
For each problem, the upper limit on the number of iterations is 400. All
30 in SCRS8 and PGP2 terminate in less than 400 iterations. A run in SCAGR7
and 13 runs in CEPlrequire more than 400 iterations. In SCAGR7, we note that
the the devia.tion from optimality of the outlier is not significant. In CEPl, the
bound ratio, error in objective estimate and deviation from optimality are the
highest among the test problems. A major reason for such performances is that
there are sampled outcomes associated with high costs in the second stage. Such
situation also occurs in the runs of IPDSD for CEPl.
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6.3.2 Runs of IPDSD
We recall that in the algorithm of IPDSD, some constraiilts can be relaxed by
including them in the gap approximations. In our computations, we relax all
~

the constraint except x

O. In order to perform an projection operation onto

a compact set, we estimate an upper bound on the feasible points by solving
'U

= Max{.1:j I Ax:5

b,

Xj

~

0, i

= l,.··,n}.

performed onto the box, {x E nn 10 :5

Xi

The projection operation is then

:5 u,i

= 1, .. ·,n}. We also recall

that the projection operation is only performed within the subsequence indexed
by {kn};:O=I' which are extracted in Step 3 of IPDSD.
As in §6.3.1, we run each problem 30 times. In addition to the averaged
.
I"
. Gk(:l'krrk)
•
b"
. t
dd"
t(~l'1nllH1 IteratlOl1, gap ratIO, IHk(.l'k :rrk)I' error m 0 Jectlve estllna e an
eVlatlOl1

from optimality, we also offer the terminal index n of the subsequence indexed
{""I} ~= l' Their standard deviations are given in parentheses.

Terminal
iteration

Terminal
index (n)

Gap
ratio

Error in
obj. est.

Deviation
from opt.

SCRS8

30
(0.0)

30
(0.0)

0.0
(0.0)

0.014248
(0.011045)

0.017754
(0.021517)

SCAGWi

30
(0.0)

0.0
(0.0)

0.00071
(0.0)

0.000059
(0.0)

0.000671
(0.0 )

*PGP2

338.57
( 139.71836)

56.57
(17.213948)

0.039677
(0.018520)

0.03076
(0.051962)

0.034857
(0.059321)

*CEP1

400
(0.0)

0.03
(0.173205)

0.353951
(0.269193)

0.054646
(0.035986)

0.049133
(0.049346)

Table 6.3: Performance Characteristics for IPDSD
0.0: the value is smaller that 10- 6 •
*: some runs are terminated at the 400th iteration.

9S
This table can be interpreted in a manner similar to that of Table 6.2. In
SCRSS, since the terminal index is the same as the terminal iteration, each iterate
is specified via the subgradient method during the 30 iterations. In SCAGR7,
since the terminal index is zero, no iterate is defined via the subgradient method
and thus the initial iterate is also the final iterate.
All 30 runs in SCRSS and SCAGR7 terminate in less than 400 iterations.
25 runs in PGP2 and all runs in CEPI require more than 400 iterations. While
SCRSS and SCAGR7 offer gap ratios smaller than the deviations from optimality,
PGP2 and CEPI overestimate the deviations. In PGP2, although the gap ratio
is smaller than the tolerance (0.05), the second test in the termination procedure
(bootstrap routine) fails to identify those outcomes associated with low costs in
the second stage. In CEPl, the big gap ratio is due to consistently poor lower
bounds given by Lagrangian functions. In comparison with IXSSD for PGP2 and
CEP1, this algorithm offers smaller errors ill objective estimates and devia.tions
from optimality.
We note that there is no projection operation in SCAGR7 and only one out
of 30 in CEPl. These indicate that the limiting optimality established in Proposi tion 4.12 cannot be verified in finite time for some test problems, with cert.ain
chosen input parameters. Since this method requires more input parameters and
assumptions tha.n IXSSD, we expect slower performance in general although it
offers bet.ter objective estimates (see CEP1).
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6.4 Conclusions
In this dissertation, we combine subgradient optimization methods with functional
approximation techniques, which we refer to as inexact sub gradient methods.
Our work is motivated by mathematical program in which the evaluation of the
objective function and its subgradients is computationally demanding, such as
the two stage stochastic program with recourse (SLPR).
Most solution procedures for SLPR generate a sequence of iterates which
leads to an optimal solution under suitable conditions. One common kind of procedure, based on functional approximations, generates a sequence of functional
approximations,

{fdk:}I

successively, and define a solution of this function as

the next iterate. Another kind of procedure, the gradient methods, uses a quasigradient of the objective function at the current iterate to define the direction.
V,Tith a chosen steplength, it moves to the next iterate. We have combined these
techniques using a subgradient of the funct.ional approximation,

h,

to define the

direction of our gradient procedure.
In Chapter 3, we investigate inexact subgradient methods when the
steplengths satisfy the standard requirements in subgradient methods,
Sk

~ 0,

{sdk -+

a

and

L

Sk

= 00,

k

and the functional approximations satisfy an epigraphical nesting property. In
addition, when the steplengths are defined adaptively by the gap between the
objective approximation at the current iterate and a lower bound, we identify
conditions under which every accumulation point of the iterates is optimal.
In Chapter 4, we use estimated primal-dual values to generate steplengths
in inexact subgradient methods. Two kinds of guidelines, epi-convergence and
epigraphical nesting property, are used to define the objective function approximations. We refer to these algorithms as inexact primal-dual subgradient methods. We also identify conditions so that the iterates generated in these algorithms
may lead to an optimal solution.
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In Chapter 5, we discuss how the space dilation operation can be incorporated into a basic inexact subgradient method to solve unconstrained problems.
The functional approximations here satisfy an epigraphical nesting property. The
steplengths satisfy the conditions,

Sk ;:::

0, {skh

-+

O.

The algorithms of the inexact subgradient method with SD type of approximations (IXSSD) and the inexact primal-dual subgradient method with SD
type of approximations (IPDSD) are used to solve some SLPR test problems.
Our preliminary computational results are summarized in Chapter 6. Note that
in these implementations, since our functional approximations are defined statistically, IXSSD and IPDSD can be classified as SQG methods. Departing from
most SQG algorithms, we offer relaxed steplengths requirements, statistical termination procedures, and guidelines in designing the functional approximations
that satisfy the imposed assumptions.

A brief discussion of possible future research is offered as follows.
· Two kinds of guidelines for functional approximations are used. It is possible
to use an alternative guideline and study its practical implementation in inexact
subgl'Hdi('llt llH'thods.
· When space dilations are considered, different adaptive steplength specifications can be investigated. It is also important to extend these methods to solve
('ollstraillcd problems. Space dilation is a technique that combines current and
previous information about the subgradients. We can also adapt the techniques of
conjugate gradient methods by aggregating the previous and current subgradients
in a fashion similar to the algorithm derived by Ruszczynski and Syski [1983].
· In our implementation, we note that the preliminary results presented are limited
within our maximum number of iterations. We may either increase the limit or
allow interactive runs. The experiments can be further developed so that the input
parameters can be defined interactively or adaptively. We adopt the bootstrap
procedure of resampling

w in

our termination procedure. It is possible to try

alternative termination criteria and test their efficiency.
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